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We gambled on the future 

ci cf 

and the auto industry cashed in 
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aS / ie the early days of the develop- _ used “as furnished” or with only a 

: ™ A ig ment of coil springs for front sus- small amount of centerless grinding. 
os ie ee (a i pensions of automobiles, the only This exclusive development has 

wo a Qe ~ steel that was available was an ordi- paid off in two ways. It has paid off 

. é . nary hot-rolled bar from which as for the automobile manufacturer in 

» >< much as .035” of metal per side had that his costs are reduced and spring 

i : ‘ to be removed by grinding to insure performance is of the highest order. 
7 * pre freedom from harmful seams, pits, And it has paid off for us because 

= , and decarburization. This cost these Car1LLoy Precision Rolled 

bee a heim a a ered money, was wasteful and time con- _ Coil Spring Rounds are now used in 
U-S'S CaxiLtoy Spring Rounds are coiled suming. over half of the coil springs in new 

without conteriom rinding Caxsiiow Rounds We at United States Steel felt automobiles. 
less to use. there was a better way of doing this, Here’s just one more example 

so we put our best engineers on the of the better steel products being 
a am i eae problem. developed by United States Steel’s 

beeen nu Using a mill especially equipped vast research program. To keep pace 
a : | Ld =. - 6 : for the purpose, they devised an in- with the ever-increasing demand for 

: i cd 1 ' '¢@e genious method of producing hot- special steel, United States Steel is 
ote | i kb ' rolled bars to eliminate harmful de- always looking for young men with 

‘sasha i; aan 2 ' fects and most of the grinding ex- _—_— exceptional ability and training in 
te ee hel pense. Rolled by this method to half metallurgy, engineering and related 

of a a 2 an the standard tolerances, with half fields. For more information, write 
ao oe, | Loe or less the amount of decarburiza- | United States Steel Corporation, 
ce py tion, these CARILLOY Precision Room 2816-C, 525 William Penn 

~ _ Rolled Coil Spring Rounds can be Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. 
@ At the Gary Works of United States Steel, 
this precision mill rolls CariuLoy Coil Spring 
Rounds with extreme accuracy. Tolerances are 
half of standard: .004’ on the diameter, in- 
stead of the usual .008%, and only 006’ Cut 
of round, compared to .012* on ordinary rolled © 
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You can’t vote yourself securit ou cant you y y 

T™ GERMANS TRIED IT and lost their nation security, they retreat a mile toward regulation 
—the Russians pretended to try it and made that is next to servitude. 

themselves slaves. But there is a way to enjoy security in America 
You'll notice that security is always offered in (and only in America, by the way). That is, to 

return for your vote—“‘just a vote of confidence, | make yourself something the world must have— 
so I can get for you what you want.” So the 4 skillful farmer, a productive worker, a sound 

worker votes for a union boss he never saw, businessman. In ue ns die, id “ad that the z : more value you add to the world and the more the businessman votes for a subsidy or cost-plus y , : 
you add to the world’s goods, the more you will government contract. oe : oie be paid in return. That is security with self-respect 

And for every inch they advance toward -—the only kind of security Americans want. 
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There are employment epporssies me S, 
ties at Warner ‘wasey for young : ow W. 
men of ability and character who roc a OC ARNER 

believe as firmly in the br aciorse . oa i & 

of Americanism as they do in the . a * 
brinciples of sound engineering. a as SWASEY 

Write Charles Ufford. L EES 
Cleveland 
PRECISION 
eat ax hd 
SINCE 1880 

YOU CAN PRODUCE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY MACHINE TOOLS, TEXTILE MACHINERY, CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY 
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\ V/h U the hori 

fe I or a young engineer : 

HAT depends, of course, on where he sets his work is decentralized among GM’s 33 manufac- 

sights. turing divisions, its 116 plants in 57 towns and 

The horizon at General Motors is crowded with estes throughout the United States. And though 
opportunities for the young engineering school each division operates on its owas each can call 

graduate. They are opportunities that he might upon the vast resources of GM’s central research 

never discover elsewhere. and engineering laboratories. 

From General Motors flow an endless variety of Thus General Motors, despite its size wad Soop. 

products. Automobiles, trucks, refrigerators gives you anes Portunity of wanking intimately 
Diesel: engines ace dost ‘ _ In addition GM with top engineers, of sharing their knowledge 

defense contracts include shells, bombsights, ail aA . . . 

range finders, tanks and gas turbine engines. Does the opportunity pay off? Many engineering 
school graduates, now in key jobs at GM, can 

So you can see how a GM engineer has a real testify that it does. 

chance d 0 follow ms Bakes ee, atti ite Why not check with your College Placement 

§ CHOICE. Office and arrange for an interview with our GM 

But there’s another important advantage in College Representative the next time he visits 

launching your career at General Motors. All your campus. Or if you prefer, write direct to us. 

¥ We 7 M positions NOW availabl 
tht le in BONE 

Rio We ANICAL § y a METALLURGICAT NGINEERING 

ae CHEMICA NGINEERING 
Ng ~~ eS) L ENGINEE 

a ELECTRIC AL F RING | 

i we INDUSTRIAL EAL NEERING | 

LO “Si } YY) BUSINEss ADMIN TERING 

. — | 2 INISTRATION 
‘ 4L N\ =, 8 

e 1 oe : 

7 A) & 
é A } SY e = 3 

/ i, & Be: Ee GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

i ii é oS, bo i Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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anni A MESSAGE TO 

La — COLLEGE ENGINEERING 

 — STUDENTS 
‘2 from J. K. Hodnette, Vice-President and 
a 4 General Manager, Apparatus Products, 

oo ‘eo \ Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

| —_ L > 

— i le we fe A. 

— OO OE " 

. ee 

[o the young man with a vision of success 

Success means different things to different men. It can ambitions of its young engineers. On the contrary, 

mean professional recognition, or great achievement, nothing is more important . . ; for our professional 

or exciting work, or many other things. Whatever its people are our biggest asset. 

special meaning to you—keep its image in your mind, Here at Westinghouse, intensive efforts are made to 

for you are already well on the way to achieving it! help our professional men realize their individual goals 

If you are determined to become a research scientist, —through extensive training programs, study programs 

you can be. If you have a burning ambition to become leading to advanced degrees, leadership programs, and 

a sales engineer, you can be. If you have your sights guidance in professional development. You are treated 

set on a top executive spot, you’ll be there someday. as an individual at Westinghouse. 

One might think a large company like Westinghouse If you have the will, and are prepared, we can show 

would have more pressing things to think of than the you the way. G-10271 

For information on career opportunities Ds 
with Westinghouse, consult Placement fi 

° Officer of your University, or send for a 
You CAN BE SURE... IF ITS our 34-page book, Finding Your Place eal 

in Industry. | of VP i 

e Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional 4 ya 7) 
estin ouse Educational Co-ordinator, Westinghouse 8 

~ Electric Corporation, Merchandise Mart —rr—™ | 

Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois. 8 
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HOW TO DESIGN Ye Std Enters Maps 

\ \ YITH today’s accent on cost, ° 
there is a promising future for “a ddae cee 

the designer who can simplify struc- 
tural designs to save steel and con- 
struction manhours. Such savings are 
being realized every day by the use Cover 
of arc welding instead of riveting 
in the construction of all types of 
industrial plants, multi-story build- KURT F. WENDT 
ings and bridges. By eliminating Dean, College of Engineering. _ . 
rivets and taking advantage of rigid Photo courtesy University News Service 

framing and continuous beam con- 
struction, welded designs help to 
offset the rising costs in labor and i 
materials, 

Shown below is a typical example Frontispiece 
of how full structural continuity : | 
achieved through arc welding effect- 
ed savings of $22,000 in the con- 120-ton compressor stator section for the world’s largest wind 
struction of an 87,000 square foot tunnel being machined on a 40-foot vertical boring mill. The 

h A Idi ring is for one of five compressors being built for the Air Force’s 
Process warehouse. Arc welding new wind tunnel at Tullahoma, Tennessee. Holes in the ring 
actually has saved 1.68 pounds of are sockets for variable-pitch stationary blades. The compressors 
steel per square foot. At $0.15 per plus their 216,000-hp electric drive will comprise the world’s 

pound for fabricated steel, the sav- largest rotating machine. Cut courtesy Westinghouse 

ing amounts to $22,000 over the 

cost of steel alone had riveted design 
been used. 

In spite of the rapid progress 
made in the construction field by ; 
the welding industry, new develop- us 
ments are taking place every day 
which are of prime importance to 
the structural engineering graduate. DEDICATION ...... 2. eee eee DO 
Latest information on welded struc- ™ 
tural designs is available in hand- THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER BANQUE' » + + 10 

books and bulletins simply by writ- SUMMER SURVEY CAMP ........ . 16 
ing to The Lincoln Electric Com- Richard White 

pany, Cleveland 17, Ohio. SUMMER CAMP DIARY ......-... 17 
ee Elizabeth Jackson 

See COMMERCIAL OXYGEN... . 2... + 20 
KR ‘ a eS Robert Sommerfeld 

in ee a TRANSISTORS... . 2) ee ee eee BI 
i oe eae a 7 £ Victor Muth 

EC os | as = ee — c— WELDING AWARDS ....... +++ + 58 

Ss ee 
econ een ne ral 
Hen uh age sage 
PO sce ies | 
pie se a — 
oe L Drees 

Fig. 1. Process warehouse for the Hale- 
Halsell Grocery Co., Tulsa, Oklahoma. Size 

250' x 350’ with 16’ clear height. Contrac- eae HIGHLIGHTS cob e see ee ee 2M 
tor: Tulsa Rig and Reel and Manufacturing ohm, EOS 
Co. Consulting Engineer: David R. Graham W.SP.E 2 6 ee ee ee ee ee eee 26 

& Associates, Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
ALUMNENOTES! © - «vw ha a EE 38 

Richard White 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY unin ane s 
CLEVELAND 17, OHIO Larry McCormick 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER STATIC . 2.0 ee ee ee 2 
OF ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine 
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CHEMICAL PROBLEM... A» OE a ecak 
... paper that absorbs the max- < 2» \ e 4 
imum amount of moisture without he oe co . \ 4 Pisses. 

falling apart. & .  r» ge ee 
ER eamRll e e See eee e 

oe ee No _ | 

SOLUTION... CU . s 
... Kymene®, a series of wet- me — re 2 
strength resins produced by Her- wy — << <_< = 
cules for paper makers. Ky: mene- r .. ~~ SS oo ss 

treated paper has excellent absorb- re lr Ctw”w~—~—~—~—O—C 
ency and wet-strength. Manufac- a pe |... ee 

turers, for example, find thatthe | c i. 
use of Kymene produces a vastly | i a --... 
improved paper towel at remark- G _ — . 

ge ey ae ee 
ably little extra cost. . ss So a Sh 

COLLEGE MEN... e > | 
This is but one example of the ‘ _ & | 

far-reaching chemical develop- —  o™ £0 | 
ments in which you could partici- = - a 

pate at Hercules—in research, — 

production, sales, or staff opera- , Sg 

tions. It suggests the ways Her- | 

cules’ products serve an ever- . 

broadening range of industries 

and end-uses. 
: 

° 
Hercules’ business is solving problems by chemistry for industry ... 

. . . plastics, paint, varnish, lacquer, textiles, paper, rubber, insecticides, adhesives, soaps, detergents, 

to name a few, use Hercules® synthetic resins, cellulose products, chemical cotton, terpene chem- 

icals, rosin and rosin derivatives, chlorinated products and other chemical processing materials. 

Hercules® explosives serve mining, quarrying, construction, seismograph projects everywhere. 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY Wilmington 99, Delaware 

HER ( r AS Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

EC53-6 
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W; don’t need a crystal ball to foretell the many of the processes now used in shaping and 

future of any young engineer who finds his forming metal structures. 

place in the family at Goodyear Aircraft. From it came honeycomb structures with the 
Por Goodyanractiniy-lounyenn history tea bear strength of solids, electrically transparent enclo- 

ae af manwwotk wih the adaton ieduney ih sures for jet radar—and the radar itself—enclo- 

forging new frontiers—utilizing the widest scope sain, that prugh withatersd 600-anile-an-hour 
of engineering talents. nan rop ja 

From it has come complete airships, airplanes, . . . 
Here is America’s only producer of both heavier- fuselage shells — and countless aircraft compo- 

and lighter-than-air craft—builder of a wide range nents for practically every member of the industry. 
of aviation equipment which includes guided : . 

. quipment w ren 4 ° udes gu . All this and more has been made possible by 
missiles and the electronic equipment which z 

trols them the talents of young engineers who have come to 
n 5 : : 

°° Goodyear Aircraft because they have found it a 
Here has taken place research, development and good place to work — with future assured and 

production of metals, plastics, devices and struc- opportunities unlimited. 

tural designs not only for aircraft—but for many This is true because Goodyear is one of America’s 

far-flung fields as well. basic industries—a place that will always be doing 

From it came the first use of Duralumin in the business, come defense, war or peace. 
construction of aircraft, and the development of Where will you find a broader, surer opportunity? 

i Se 

LOO ~~ ee 

Fey “3 GOOD” YEAR 

. ENGINEERS WANTED for research, 

design and development of: 

AIRPLANES, AIRSHIPS, HELICOPTERS, GUIDED MISSILES, ELECTRONIC . / / 
COMPUTERS, AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS, RADOMES, WHEELS AND BRAKES, ‘Subinilt i Ore une of a salient ieee ee 

|| _ TRANSPARENT ENCLOSURES, REINFORCED PLASTICS, BONDED SANDWICH eee let of ee Te Aicceapt campaceiien, 
STRUCTURES, RADAR STRUCTURES and many other challenging opportunities. “Akron 15, Ohio. 

GOODYEAR-—The Company with COMPLETE Coverage in the Aeronautical Field 
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Replacing a rivet J YY 
Y, 4 ieee ennn--- 88a nanan J YY 

Y . 

ie > YY 4 : 

~ .- a4 : LP JU Y 

fo J ty dia. fi oy Hy Y 1/16" to. 1/2" 

--.@ hinge pin ; ines eee ci modern fastener 
© — that saves time and money 

f a a) on thousands of applications 

>a _, . S| ee Rollpin is a hollow, split, cylindrically formed pin with chamfered 
a SC - ends. It is simply driven into holes drilled to normal production toler- 

~ ances. Because Rollpin is slightly larger than standard sized holes, 
+++ stop pin it compresses as inserted. It is self-locking—and vibration-proof— 
ST because of the constant pressure it exerts against hole walls. Its shear 

\ strength exceeds that of a cold rolled pin of the same diameter. Rollpin 
2 Se is readily removed with a drift or pin punch—and can be reused. 

ga - Because of its versatility—and the production economies it makes | 

ok v possible—Rollpin is finding wide usage in almost every phase of manu- 
 ? Z fa é BS con b a : . 

SES . facturing activity. Write for design information on the Rollpin. It will 

JF” enable you to cut costs for many applications where use of rivets, set 

a set serew ’ screws, dowels, and straight, serrated or cotter type pins create instal- : 

en lation or performance problems. | 

eS ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
a pe ee “| 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jersey . 

Te a Elastic Stop Nuts with the famous red collar 

i i ae are another ESNA product 

«-.@ bolt and nut rt 
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D /, ° t, ° 

To Dean Kurt F. Wendt, commencing his first semester as Dean of the Col- 

lege of Engineering, we offer our sincere welcome. 

Although new in his capacity as dean, Kurt Wendt has long ago distinguished 
himself, nationally and locally, as an educator and a leader in many fields. After 
graduating from the University of Wisconsin with membership in Tau Beta Pi, 
Chi Epsilon, and Sigma Xi honorary fraternities, he joined the U.W. faculty in 
1927. Since then, his accomplishments have included presidencies and commit- 

tee chairmanships in the American Society for Engineering Education, the Na- 
tional Research Council, and the Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers; 
committee work for the America Standards Association, the American Society 
for Testing Materials, and the Society for Experimental Stress Analysis. He is 
now the director of the Engineering Experiment Station; and he is the University 

of Wisconsin’s Big Ten Faculty Representative. Last summer he spent thirty days 
in India studying technical colleges and universities for the United States 
Government. 

To Dean Wendt, with wishes of continued success, we dedicate this magazine. 

THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER STAFF 
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p= roe Each year the Wisconsin Engineer holds a banquet hon- 

e 4 oring the staff members. Awards are presented in each 

\ fo S 4 of three levels. The basic award constitutes an invitation to 

— 4 — the banquet; the intermediate award is a Wisconsin Engi- 

\ Meg haf 07 neer certificate; and the highest award is a Wisconsin 
i, a Pig | e / * : S a if vai): WA Engineer Key. Last year two special awards were given 

. AY a hi ~ 4 to faculty members for outstanding service to the Engi- 

, ay a by -| meer. These pictures were taken at 1952-53 banquet last 

pO RZ Z z May. 
cy yx F g a Nt 

rh) — | wo ors Photos by Dave Dauterman 
ear - : : La m4 4 ' ape Ae a q Fl z ealn ae 

fei . uM a i ees Beit 

” a ye LN 1 a i, . q a eh 
a ; . / PARE 

on ‘ Peas Weim 
ees a 3 iz. Pa ONE Mase | 

(Above) Prof. Hyland presents retiring Dean Withey (at right) ~~ ; oa Og be ri Va Pow. | 

with a special award for outstanding service to the Wisconsin i aa A v7 Ee and Ve Fy 

Engineer. iy W h , ay i ie 7 

(Right) Retiring Dean Withey presents the Wisconsin Engineer = & 
Key to (from left to right) Preston Koentop, Jack Bokros, Jack “Mh Loe ee ne Uf 

Binning, Jim Chapel, and Edwin Humpal. : ee” ee 
Kr Ue po vA mS a : 

Pi “f eet os 

NN 

5 SS TED CEE Ca an 

for your added convenience... — re =a 

hand kage fi NS . 

PEN CLEANER — oF —_ 
lt would be difficult indeed to improve on the popular th oes 

cleaner which makes all your pens and instruments better _ e “ily isa? ory 

than new... but we now make it even easier for you to use! i) 7 oA 

' a Z s a 

a : ee 

Of oo 4 eee : 
MJ A/_ LO es Z .  ocaed : —) 

J \) Cutte g 
PN ll A plastic strainer in each 6 oz. Simply lift strainer to retrieve | | More Clean Cuts Per Do ar i 

jor invites you to drop instru- thoroughly cleansed instruments 
& Sharpe line 4 

ments and parts unconcernedly _ without soiling fingers and with- oo tter in the broad Brown Pe wee 

in cleane out clumsy fishing in jar. " Every igned and manufactured to lo 

mn eeenes . \ is: earelully designe give more smooth, clean spans A 1 cutter cost . ++ rf f types an 

ODORLESS _ | Tat gollar invested, Complete selection oy Write 
NON-INFLAMMABLE rN || size to improve: melting ems ‘ 

NON-VOLATILE * HARMLESS TO HANDS, | [fief Co ee Stier o Mig. Cou Prov. 1,R.1.,US-A- 

, CLOTHING, PENS AND INSTRUMENTS aol Brown rp cs 

Se . 
i \ \ . 

HIGGINS INK C0., INC., BaookiyN, NEW YORE 6 ox, jor Br own & Sh arpe BS 

cea i pe [BS 
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N REL? CEN Ce PR , Mm. oo CEA ia Re Sa ENG Nats ZANT ada: . 7 re E Nhe [elie Erg: 
USCOnSsIN : > 21) AN > MAND 

FUNG eid (Be Da NIP iL 
SS ert) IF ahha” Bate I naT ey ee Ga) ee A) Engineer gh tl 
oily bie sh a) 

£ oe ik ay Cad d 
Banquet es ee 

a Pi ea} A H 

ry | a; és 
for IY, 

my Cee A re SRL. — = bap Br 7 i My 

j Hee an, 7 , 4 ; ” ’ Pe Ye P ‘we a Thi 22g a = 
\ A Ve? & \ . < ‘ey Le a Z| 16 (8X bi Nil (Above) Prof Kommers receives a special award from Prof. Hy- 

Hh | BS gi - » Be land for outstanding service to the Wisconsin Engineer. 
Di) ee 

a i | pe 
il Sa 

“ey et ay ri 

- ie : —— rr Ye (Left) Prof. Kommers presents Edwin Humpal with the Jesse B. 
Vy, a Pe aia a k Kommers Award for writing the year’s most outtsanding article. 

a cee tS es | ames} a < | 

pre _ . : 

; pa | | Seniors — 8 
hi . f | : 
This is for you: THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF 

The Lincoln College Plan is a money PU RE WATER STILLS 
7 saving life insurance idea designed 

especially for college seniors. It will or Sm 
pay you to investigate its many Barnstead Laboratory and ‘ e i 

‘ d t Industrial Water Stills Fi. 
unique advantages. produce water of unvary- | it 

ing consistency and un- a) 
matched purity. Easy to ) ee 

te, t 1 4 : 
For more information call thay provide puré "Wace 2) 7. 

at low cost. The proven he : 
ye : ae DICK RANN EY standatd of the scientific ft ye 
as. ee and industrial world, Barn- — 
F056 EN 803 Tenney Bldg. 6-5466 stead offers over 100 sizes 

i ee 4 7 g and models to meet any fl B 
¥ Rea ee 5) Se . pure water requirements. (ZF 75 
i P ae < y Representing (Vfvears of Progress 

Ae ey THE Write Today X ¥ are: Water 
an it zt * i iS 5 LINCOLN NATIONAL on Bearers fus7e 953) 

| ees LIFE INSURANCE iim vey eT 
a — 6 ZO. COMPANY ee Leptil nstead 

an a ey 5 45 Hamesville Terrace SUSU 

a : oN ae Boston 31, Mass, E 
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Another example of opportunities for engineers at LINK-BELT 

High speed “highway” for low costs 
' oe  ,rrrr—S 

Me 5, SS, ‘a ——  —SCS~—t— Millions of tons of 
“eee oe ,rlrtrt~r”~stS . 

Ne A ine ;  .@2@=—ES—S™~<CMsé‘isé~”)— YB hbk materials now ride on 
, : ' ~~ i... }§}§ ‘ 

mes a ae — —~ 0Cté“‘<‘;éOCSCC~—~+€ elt conveyors engineered 

Ct go | ae Po. ee) )SCSté‘t;*é*s:~CSéCiad lt by LINK-BELT 
As tt So gn Se nee) | 

yA \\ \ ae ‘ | , eRe For bulk materials handling, belt conveyors 

Eee \ Wages By - ifr provide remarkable initial economies, And 

es a % VW ; BON of oN in many cases operation and maintenance 

ie 3 . : LS OF ee ee Po. . : cost far less than any other method of 
AS SS Po Oe . 

Mm Ne aN pen iS ae oo oe oe transportation. ca le NNAGESG = 
S Ve Ara eel os eS ee Belt conveyors handle huge tonnages, 
meee : AS NNR Ne ag . ‘ " 

ae VR AA Woy oe. “ cite because the material runs at high speed in 
= , As. “Se” ON : ° 

——_ A a. ties yj ss S c. oN =. oo a continuous stream—24 hours a day, if 

eon A KL A ee Se ie. oe S| desired. 

“|. OAR oy + ay r ees x, at Ke Sa mk. Initial cost is low, because there is no 
. eee oo Caos es te 2 . 
¥ Seay 8d eo EPA Tw a aT $7. | __ teed to carve out hills or fill in low spots 

ae | = 8 < . BELTS = om <<. 4 5 aN —no need for heavy bridges over obstruc- 

key ts 2 _. 9 > XD Lo a tions. Belt conveyors are light in weight and 
none VES Pas Sot CL . 

— ) he ci aS 4 Se 8. ee =—soopeerate in narrow or low passages... up or 

= a». Sis Eee = . ke 3 i I AA > _ 4 a Me aes “1 downsteep grades. They are inherently long- 
—— / , - he .. |. Ne as A 

. ; = b\ », \ 4 ~ ~ % os ,. | a é N lived, requiring little maintenance. 

on _ “Si. ee <a The science of handling bulk materials 

oe \"4 SS ae ce Stes eS is just one of many growing fields open to 
: -- ~ ee it . 5 ‘ 

y <n a 3 ‘ SS. be Se ES Se eS graduate engineers at Link-Belt. If you're 
r ER ‘ SANS a NE : : 

sh \ "4 v a | A 4 a near one of the many Link-Belt plants listed 

ee _ - eo. Se : _ io below, stop in for a talk. Or write today for 

C= PL 7 vA A i > a : fully illustrated booklet, “An Introduction 

~The ASS OD Co Link Bere.” 
y — _ : <a —— = 

y ‘ aes > J - Ne + _— < Link-Belt belt conveyor system at Hungry 

F i TT vat 4 — ANS ~ bs Horse Dam (Mont.) carries 900 tons per hour 

bd Be =o a / err t X : of blended sand and sized aggregates up a steep 

ied os a So = i canyon wall to concrete mixing towers. 

. \ , PL) a ; eg AN Ne 12,748-D 

rego / —< ae \ nar 
; * L NI (ay te AS LINKG}BELT mm We aS we 

Pa npn . : : LINK-BELT COMPANY 
oe s ‘ Executive Offices: 

y ellen a Py a bl ‘ 307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, IIL. 
a ae 7 ¥ _ AN % Atlanta................1116 Murphy Ave., $. W. 
an . ‘ 4 co ’ 3 Cedar Rapids, iowa... .......1201 Sixth Se., S. W, 

A id Le s Pe Chicago 9.................300 W. Pershing Road 
wa Vy - 4 * Bi Chicago 875202022220 10 5527, .2410 West 18th St. 

we toh 4 oo : Colmar, Pennsylvania...............3400 Walnut 
‘9 tI a _ Houston 1,...........4.4+++. 3203 So. Wayside 

ry ae . : a Indianapolis 6... )..111111111220'S. Belmont Ave. 
if Sei q . a \ Indianapolis 6.............-.519 N. Holmes Ave. 

“ : _ i Los Angeles 33........././ 1361'S. Anderson Ave. 
, Le we Minneapolis 5..........-.- 200 Lyndale, Ave.,, N. 

- c ‘ eo aS) Philadelphia 40,.......2045 W. Hunting Park Ave. 
| ; S| o ee San Francisco 24... /....:...+:+,.400 Paul Ave. 

ceetcaguaton iS Ped, “| Seattle 4... . ss. srceererree es 03405 Sixth Ave, S.



Pa Sees = spe q 

oe pies te * me TT ee Ls a | , ; . 

ce menue oUPUTIMeloING rants, —— - 
al Fe ce = 

500 q : 
p LP ; eee Tae 

Ger et | 
eee ACL rat CI A ENT, e Be emer tt t++H Reynolds expanding production 

pe | —historic chapter in 33 years 
q \ Pl ele Ee TT j of continuing growth, 

ID VA Woes 190s Tha ior, spe svat 1950 0ST 982 9S sa . C\ Yi sie Et Se atti lita 

WEY (os Eves = 
ined i A if si \ 

=\\\s AW WE e W ES C\ Wf 

=F Ry ss =e HI + "hy ri i ernie rPiace ror 
== Re KY WW Be 4 => ae 

“Ee NYG, Careers to Gr \CLaggi Iie Weee 
Wa be aa 

Co 3 ee i yy \4 pL 

ae Wg i A broad vista of opportunity opens up for college graduates who 
a i Wr come to work for Reynolds. The phenomenal rise of the Reynolds 

ae | i y Metals Company, known throughout business and industry, is 
oe aD in i H clearly depicted by the above chart, The five-fold expansion in 

oe Y 7 ae ARH total production of aluminum ingot alone spells broad opportunity. 
8 a ge \|] Xl Add to this the vast and productive fabricating facilities of Reynolds 

= Al ou on ’ —in themselves an enterprise of considerable proportions—and here 
= ue es | indeed is a fertile field for any ambitious engineer. 
a bo ‘ a 7 : a 

catti) S From bauxite mining through metals refining and fabrication 
ettling tanks, where impurities are to application engineering, sales and marketing, Reynolds offers Settling tanks, where ties ppl 8 gZ, sal d keting, Reynolds off 

separated from sodium aluminate broad career opportunities. Operating 27 plants in 13 states, and 
mong still expanding, there is virtually no limit to what can be accom- 

es 2 . plished by a capable graduate engineer. 

aes a — i? Preliminary orientation in production and sales...direct on-the- 
io vy oD job training... liberal insurance, hospitalization and retirement 

a iad Cie programs... these are all parts of a sound personnel policy main- 
C2) ¥ be ta Yam tained at Reynolds. 

{ it “4 : Ms “oe For important information on “your future in Aluminum, mail 

Sony st SS the coupon. If you are definitely interested now, write direct 
Tube drawing, one of many mill to General Employment Manager, Reynolds Metals Company, 
operations at Reynolds 3rd and Grace Streets, Richmond 19, Va. 

eee, PS Pn nnn | th axe sana \ cae 4 oS [2 a I Reynolds Metals Company, 

ee ee ef | | _~«:Employment Dept. 
cea a a co i: ond I Richmond 19, Virginia ‘ 

ea ee ie P| | Please send me, FREE, your 96-page booklet “The ABC's of 
Ry ee ee Aluminum"; also the 44-page book, “Reynolds Aluminum... 

shay Re ee | ond the Company that makes it.” 
ae We © Ty ote. =| 
A de 7 oe rs a | Newme———_____ 

Foil—for many uses, including _Full color movies tell the fascinating Address ___$_$_$_$_$______________ 
colorful, protective packages and story of Reynolds Aluminum. 16mm 
labels; also famous Reynolds Wrap. films available for group showings. | School ____Class_Course__ 
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The Decision Is Yours | 
With the permission of the upperclassmen, I should like to direct 

this editorial to the incoming freshmen. 

In the past month you freshmen have been adjusting yourselves 

to this new experience of “college life”. The stabilizing influence of 

home is gone—you are on your own. In this helter-skelter campus 

life, you feel as though you are being run over much as an insect 

on the steps of Bascom, not knowing which way to turn to avoid 

trampling feet. It is time for you to step and ponder—‘Why am I in 

college?—-Where am I headed? Where do I fit in?” 

Will you become a part of the campus infestation of the brightly 

colored, gaudy, Social Butterfly? The typical specimen is a gay, 

carefree fellow with a bravado attitude and a distinct disdain for 
anything academic. He abhors professors and merely tolerates in- 

structors. He avoids classes as a plague. He is usually a parasitic 

demon relying completely upon his fellow insect, the Bookworm, for 

his assignments. Like most insects, he is attracted by glittering lights, 

only to fall mortally wounded by the intense heat—realizing too late 

that the dean bases probation and dismissal from college on the grade 

report, not the date book. 

At the other end of the line are those, commonly referred to as 
“Bookworms.” They are the sallow-complexioned, hollow-eyed physi- 

cal specimens that leave their rooms only long enough to attend class 

or to replenish their supply of No-Doze. They dream of but two 

things—a three-point and a $600 per month job. These creatures are 

in as bad a state of delirium as their companion parasites, the Social 

Butterflies. These Bookworms have neglected to realize that per- 

sonality development, too, is part of a college education. 

Now would it be presumptuous to assume that neither of these 

species of college student represents the solution? Perhaps we can 

combine the two and produce a far superior cross—a good sound atti- 

tude toward academic pursuits, tempered with just the right amount 
of ‘social diversion and the whole interspersed with a few extra- 

| curricular activities. | 

The decision is yours. 
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S UumMmMer 9 urvey Camp 
| By Richard White, ¢’55 
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The University of Wisconsin summer survey camp for The purpose of the camp is twofold. First of all, the 

civil engineers is located at Devil’s Lake State Park near CE’s are presented with the fundamentals of a wide range 
Baraboo, Wis., on the southwest shore of Devil’s Lake. of surveying subjects, and then given a chance to apply 

Nestled between two rocky bluffs, the camp is reputedly these principles in the field. After the field data has 

one of the finest of its type in the country. The park pre- been taken, every man must prepare a complete set of | 

sents innumerable types of terrain, with its high bluffs maps and drawings, and a written report on each project. 
and spring fed lake being the most significant features. In this manner the CE’s gain a thorough conception of 

Most of the work done is within walking distance of the the problems encountered in each of the different proj- 

camp. ects, i.e., transit and plane table topography, which along 

Every CE at Wisconsin must attend this summer camp with aerial photography serve as the three important 

in order to receive his degree. Most of the fellows go to methods of map-making; hydrography (mapping lakes); 

camp after their sophomore year, or as soon as they primary triangulation and base-line measurement using 

complete their surveying courses on the Madison cam- first order equipment; and a water power survey of the 
pus. The camp usually starts the first Monday after final Baraboo River. Also included is a current meter dis- 

exams and runs for six weeks. charge measurement of the Wisconsin River at Portage; 

The camp is established and run much in the same land surveying and city platting; and railroad mainte- 

manner as a regular surveying party operates, with the nance work, such as re-aligning the tracks on horizontal 
faculty serving the duties of foremen and chief engineers curves and raising or lowering the tracks on vertical 

in addition to their regular roles as instructors. Every curves. All of these surveys are covered in CE 116, a four- 

man in camp gets a chance at each of the various posi- week, four credit course. 

tions of the party in which he is working, which vary in The other aspect of the camp is to present some prac- 

size from two to ten men, depending on the type of prob- tical experience in surveying. Although this is empha- 

lem. Instructors accompany the parties on every survey sized in every subject taught in CE 116, it is really brought 
to make certain that everyone understands the proce- out in CE 122, a two week course in highway location 

dures involved. (continued on page 40) 
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S C Di 
By Elizabeth Jackson c’54 

(The following are excerpts taken from a diary kept at the 1953 After the evening meal a general assembly was held in 

session of the:Civil Engineers Summer Survey: Camp,) the “barn.” Students and faculty were introduced; facul- 

— ty was: Prof. Wagner, Mr. Haas, Mr. Kallsen, Mr. Kolf, 
and. Mr. Hunt, all of the University of Wisconsin, and 

June 3: All civil engineering students who had suc- Prof. Beebe of the University of South Dakota. Follow- 

cessfully completed surveying courses required by the ing a custom of former summer camps, the 1953 group 

U. of W., registered and paid the fees necessary for at- elected a fire prevention crew whose duty it is to operate 

tending Summer Survey Camp. Registration was nearly the “Azimuth City’s” outmoded fire engine in case of 

like semester registration except that now each student’s fire. A fire chief and six “horses” (to pull the engine) 

college address became: c/o U.W. Summer Survey Camp, were elected. The honorable crew was Nick George, Bob 

Baraboo, Wisconsin. Reese, Tom Elbert, Bill Taylor, Jack Horn, Bob Luce, 

June 4: All students to attend summer camp attended and Liz Jackson. 
an initiation meeting. Prof. Wagner, Mr. Haas, and Mr. After the assembly adjourned, student returned to their 

Kallsen gave inspiring talks about living conditions, work- trailers to arrange things for comfortable living. Mat- 

ing conditions, and regulations at camp. tresses were filled with straw and placed on metal cots. 
Students were further informed that the dining hall The trailers provided unusual conveniences to the engi- 

and commissary were to be operated on a cooperative neers: rusted bread-boxes became excellent shoe storage 

basis. Each student must deposit $95.00 for expenses; and space; refrigerators which could not be used as such, be- 

funds left at the end of camp are refunded to the stu- came cases for drawing implements; and former kitchen 

dents. work space became desks. 

Of interest to most civil engineers was the fact that Liz Jackson, after being informed that she was not to 

beer was to be available at the commissary. have her surveying partner for a roommate as the other 
Other items of interest from the meeting were: living (continued on next page) 

quarters are trailers formerly at the Monroe Park trailer oo op a mann a 2 
camp; bathing facilities are Devil’s Lake; each student of ae re aay pre 
must put in two days of supervised construction time di- / = ae he icp Mo ’ 
rected toward the general upkeep of the camp; working ie ae ee ote 4. rs. tlt a | 

hours are 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Satur- at oe " Gwe) aq 7 a ie cA 

day, and reports are to be written at night as “home work.” ~ - es a ames a ke i My ‘ 

Civil engineers left the initiation meeting anticipating = Mie \ e aks SS ] Neg f ie 
their six weeks’ vacation at Devil’s Lake located in Wis- Cee ee ws 

consin’s beautiful vacation land. @ coe ey ae : anil oii 

of life. Surveying equipment, instructors and students ar- : 2 ah gee ae ae 

: with books, drawing instruments, z ee, 

bedding, and work clothes were a common sight around Shown here are some of the wet engineers who helped quench 
the camp on the southwest shore of Devil’s Lake. By late the blaze during the fire drill. Those in the foreground are (I. to r.) 
afternoon all students had arrived. Jock Hacn (behind the Ese engine), Bill Hunt, Ned Godfrey, John 

ackleford, and the author. 
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: — engineers did, found her abode in the section of camp 

cr ok Tiana arama ae set aside for the girls who prepared and served meals to 

- j the summer campers. 

a: ; June 15: At 6:00 a.m. students were awakened by the 

gee a camp horn for first call to breakfast. The camp horn was 

_ : em to become a familiar sound to the campers since it was to 

=~ ’ a J af sound 11 times a day for the next 41 days to call the sur- 

. . a veyors for one reason or another. 
P rR June 17: Summer camp’s two Bob Reese’s decided 

( \ : x that all their correspondence must include middle initials 

\ ie in letter addresses to avoid confusion. 

ay = June 20: All engineers who had survived the first | 

Es \ week of surveying spent the Saturday night at various 

‘ forms of entertainment: The Chateau on the north shore 

A was popular; the Dude Ranch was tried by wealthier 

i oi members; Baraboo provided two movies; the commissary 

= : ; \ was well stocked with beer; but some of the more eager 

a ae | | q| students preferred to catch up on report writing. 

a ) June 22: Don Covall, more commonly known as Don 

iG } ¢ re “Highways”—the State Highway Commission’s contribu- 

ai q Fe al tion to the summer camp faculty, arrived to teach the 

Bill Taylor, for some unknown reason, seems first session of the highway course: 
to be actually enjoying the experience of hav- June 23: Fred Fox visited the Baraboo barber. That 

ae aaah hasten by Bud Arnold. He the barber had used a bowl to style Fred’s hair, was ac- 

—or maybe he just caught a glimpse of the cepted without doubt; but it was decided, after some 

unhappy, Ered Fox after Aly disastrous: tip consideration, that the reason Fred’s hair looked so funny 

was that the bowl wasn’t the correct size. Ed Arnold and 

Will Taylor set up their own barber service. The selling 

point of their service was that they had bowls that fit. 
June 24: All camp members dressed in their survey- 

ing best assembled for the taking of the camp picture. 
June 28. Erick Laine discovered that swimming was 

much more fun on the North Shore than at the summer 

camp beach; and safer, too, because the North Shore has 

a pretty life guard. , 
June 29: Camp members who had already been as- 

signed to topography had discovered many interesting 

things about the Devil’s lake area: (1) the bluffs are steep; 

(2) trees are spaced so that each tree is not farther than 

one foot from another tree; and (3) every “topog” area 

contains many mosquitoes. 

: : July 2: Highway instructors Hank Kallsen and Don 

ae : " qf : “Highways” had their evening fishing trip disrupted when 

iy ef / ff 3 ' A Gx. ® ~ they were attacked by students enrolled in highways. Hank, 

ra | ighs Lead T-. ~ a... after being routed from his hiding place, was “thrown” 
if : Ke i. - ty y hy ‘ Va : The) into the lake. Don “Highways,” believing he was safe in 

‘ee . na VM ‘ i Wy 2 his locked car, was lifted (car and all) and placed securely 

2 i oh = pond wee 4 y yo Y between two trees by the highway class. 

, i) ho 2, Aes Phe July 3: Assignment for the highway class: replace 

i a Don “Highways’” car in the parking area. 

: / ieee ee July 4: A holiday and a day of rest for the surveyors, 

a Se oe eee ~ f= excepting those virtuous ones who worked on reports. 

| ‘ na mi. SN SARS cal July 8: Members of the hydrography party who were 

Seen here is Don Highway’s car as it is being placed with one chosen as oarsmen initially felt that they had been chosen 

Eo cee Dies coche bx and another snualy (seo is pace because they had unusual muscles, but by the end of the 

Howie Brunmeier, Bob Reese, Nick Geoige, Tom Elbert, Roa Bied- day the oarsmen wondered what they had done to de- 
[pets alae ee Bill Taylor, Don y serve the punishment. 
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July 9: Bill Taylor reported hydrog class with his : 

arm in an improvised sling; he had calculated that it was ; 
his turn to be an oarsman. : F ieee 

July 10: Prof. Beebe’s water power survey crew de- 48, at: : iT 9 
aw 4 . 

cided that a truck driving course for Prof. Beebe would be es 4 els - 2 by 3 

a wise addition to the summer camp curriculum. a y ,  @Siw . @ y 

July 11: The highlight of the summer camp social ~ KY ‘i ‘< a 
season was the camp dance. The dining hall was decorated, a = : a Cu 

a band was hired, and girls were imported to make the ae oe Re My... 

party a success. ee wae oe wilt 3 = 
= Sas ae Re He wor, 
er 2 
See ae mak ety 

eran MF . a ye ee s 

Howie Brunmeier seems to be getting out-charged by the hard- 
. driving Hank Kallsen in this picture taken during the fire drill. 

Others are (I. to r.): Dick Robbins, Paul Erickson, Sylvester 
Hamshire, Bruce Dillman, and John Shackleford. 

compiles sig eo i ed 

: ee a: : wo: 
. es : oe “op ee a July 15: Gene Vasiliev gained membership in the 

RR Se YN OO gfe ees §=Rattlesnake Club by killing a rattlesnake found in “Bul- 
> ve i Somers arena,” the city survey area. 
oe lea | Scat eerie ee ; “i ms . . . . 
ye CT Sere fl ccm IY ee e & n July 16: Anyone with a typewriter that types engineer- 
e Go 8 IN GFN : . ; 
—< en ee os (227) ing lettering could make a fortune when the engineers 

es e- me ee es oe - = start lettering their city plats! 

a Pee 1s a Ae ot ‘ July 20: After Dick Kolf’s plane table crews had 
SAL Ac LN MPLA AIOE DERE _ tramped through swamps for several days, a common 

Prof. Red” Wagner and Bill Hunt, of the powerful faculty club, h: "Kolf i ad 
son kere sect ccopleying comet “Wiliams chit” on Mel Garment Coats Stound camp-was “Kolf inthe: label’ 
brenner, who shortly after this picture was taken: smashed the ball July 21: Hank Kallsen’s rails crew discovered that 
into the far reaches of the outfield. Others are (I. to r.): Don Otto. # ; : 
intching ‘Shitley Dahle, the fast-balling pitcher, and Bill Taylor, @¥iNg Failzoad curves was not so tedious when there were 
a runner at second base. girls camping on the south edge of the ball field. 

After dinner the boys from the rails crew suggested y 88! 

baseball practice. 

July 23: Only two remaining days to complete the 

summer’s work! The “barn” remained well lighted far 

into the night and early morning, and family bibles 

(more commonly called gouges) were circulated between 

trailers as the surveyors prepared reports. 

July 24: All students who had completed their work 
were dunked into the lake by the less fortunates. 

July 25: By 8:00 p.m. all reports had been submitted 

and faculty members had begun the tedious job of grad- 

ing the work and reading the suggestions and criticisms 
July 12: The faculty-student baseball game was played by the students. 

complete with restrictions established by the faculty. The July 26: By mid-morning camp was nearly deserted; 

faculty was victorious, but at this time in the season the jy. commissary and dining hall had been closed; and sur- 

students were likely grade-conscious. veying equipment has been transported back to Madison. 

After the game the elected fire prevention crew pre- The tired students were off to summer jobs or vacations, 
sented a fire drill, victorious faculty members were 444 Summer Survey Camp on the southwest shore of 

-dunked into the lake along with the fire crew and nearly Devil’s Lake awaits the 1954 session. 

everyone else at camp. THE END 
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’s Producti d Applicati It’s Production and Applications 

Information and illustrations courtesy of Linde Air Products Co. 

Edited by Robert Sommerfeld 
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Front side of a typical large, high-purity, liquid oxygen producing 
unit showing operating panel. This unit produces approximately 
150,000 cu. ft. (gaseous equivalent) of 99.5 per cent pure liquid 
oxygen per hour. i 
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Cutting through a 60-in. thick steel ladle button. 

The production of oxygen and the number of com- were produced. During the peak of the war effort, in 
mercial applications which have been made of it have 1944, an estimated 18,500,000,000 cubic feet were pro- 
experienced a phenomenal growth in the past 50 years. duced. 
Prior to 1907, commercial oxygen was produced by the In the liquid air process, air is first cooled until it 
potassium chlorate laboratory process, the Brin barium becomes partially liquefied. The liquir air is then recti- 
oxide process, and after 1895, by the electrolysis of water. tied, boiling off the nitrogen and leaving the oxygen as a 
In 1895, Dr. Karl Linde had made the first continuous liquid. The oxygen may then be withdrawn as either a 
machine for liquefying air. This machine was the fore- liquid or a gas. 
tunner of today’s oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gas indus- A variety of cycles have been developed to accomplish 

tries. the air liquefication. Some use the Joule-Thompson ef- 
In 1907, the first major liquid air installation in the fect exclusively, and others combine this with the use of 

United States was made for the Linde Air Products Com- expansion engines or turbines. Some cycles also use ex- 
pany at Buffalo. By 1915 there were five such plants in ternal refrigeration. 
operation, and today there are plants in every industrial In one cycle for the production of liquid oxygen, air is 
section in the country, and in nearly every industrial area first compressed to about 2500 psi. This compressed air 
in the world. is cooled by countercurrent heat exchange with waste ni- 

The majority of the oxygen produced today is produced trogen gas coming from the fractionating column. After 
by the liquid air process. In this process, air is liquefied, some cooling, the compressed air is divided into two por- 
and. the main components, oxygen and nitrogen, are sep- tions. One portion is further cooled and partially lique- 
arated by fractional distillation. A relatively small amount fied by expansion through a throttling valve. This par- 
of oxygen is still obtained from the electrolysis of water. tially liquefied air is then fed into the high-pressure sec- 

According to the Survey of Manufacturers, approxi- tion of a double-column fractional distillation unit. 
mately 2,058,000,000 cubic feet of oxygen were produced The second portion of the compressed air is expanded 
in 1923. In 1929, it had increased to 3,140,000,000 cubic in an expansion engine and is also delivered, partially li- 
feet. By 1939, the production was about 4,562,000,000 quefied, to the high pressure section of the rectification 
cubic feet, and in 1947, about 14,429,000,000 cubic feet column. 
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| 
ing and storing high-purity oxygen in liquid form was de- | 

veloped in 1932. The difference in volume between oxygen | 

as a liquid at its boiling point and normal pressure, and as 

a gas at normal temperature and pressure is about 860 to 

1. Liquid oxygen is delivered by railroad tank car or truck 

and stored as a liquid on the consumer’s property. As 

needed, the liquid is converted to a gas and delivered 

to points of use through a pipeline system. This system is 

Any cycle for the production of liquid or gaseous oxy- a 

gen from the air can be divided into three fundamental be if 

steps. These are (1) purification of air, (2) partial lique- = . 

faction of the air by refrigeration, and (3) separation of Baa i or Vy | 

oxygen from nitrogen by fractional distillation of par- / 5 ay Nig a | 

tially liquefied air. —_ : : : | SS | 

Liquid oxygen is formed in the rectifying column of oe a a i ap Pe, 

every plant, whether gaseous oxygen or liquid oxygen is [ j \ i 
j : / A r 

withdrawn. The production cycles for both cases are ap- : ' Ne: ‘& ] 

proximately the same, though the equipment used is some- | oo. | | a i 4 | 

what different. | = ae a ~~ GN f 

Whether the product is withdrawn as a gas or liquid, 4 fz \ I | a if 

it is fed into a storage container. This is a type of gas l= | : J 

holder, or in the case of liquid, a special storage tank SQ #tasy “SS ae) 

well enough insulated to hold a liquid which boils at = ee lf 

nearly 300° below zero, Fahrenheit. qi = Ca 4 fo 

One of the largest plants in the United States for the | = C. 

production of high-purity (99.5 per cent) liquid oxygen Se fe) a | 

has a capacity of about 400 tons per day (10,000,000 cubic " yf ; : 4 

feet of oxygen at standard conditions). i ay | ~ - Pe. aa f 

In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for a4 ; ji ag : Ae 

oxygen of about 95 per cent purity for chemical and met- Fe 7 = oe i 4 i 

allurgical uses. At the time of its construction in 1946, = @ rl = “ a <4 oo 

the largest known single unit for producing low purity \ ye +) | 

gaseous oxygen could produce about 4,800,000 cubic feet i@ : 5 is - 

of 90 per cent oxygen per day from a single fractional gape a j 

distillation unit. a ts! Ry PAPE i" _ 
A process which is used to a very minor extent for the ~ i a . es y 

production of commercial oxygen is the electrolytic sep- MD sak wena ga = — 

aration of water to give off hydrogen and oxygen. How- 1 ree a ; S aaa 

ever, since power consumption is excessively high, large- N j 3 + ry a ee f 

scale electrolytic installations are now obsolete. I J i ¥ x : el J A @ i 

One of the more pressing problems in the industry is | [iia A ee aeadlivas i U 6 Pa 6 ed 

the distribution of the oxygen after production. The most 4 oa is abe 4 pee | i. > ah ial i ' 

familiar method is in the form of compressed gaseous oxy- 7 40s ry se = ; bi Tews 
at . : ay Dla gy OD @ € 

gen in standard steel cylinders holding the oxygen under __ aaj oie s a ae | 

pressure of about 2200 psi. The cylinder distribution is Ciel an Q ~~ hil mes ‘ 

the most practical means of supplying oxygen at tempor- oa . aq E ‘ ‘ j | ; : 

ary or widely scattered points, or where the consumption a1. : ers : ; ee ( 

is not large or consistent. With cylinder distribution, how- : : _ ~~ 

| ever, there is the problem of high container weight to pro- economical only if the consumption is 1,000,000 cubic 

| duct weight, in the case of a 244 cubic foot cylinder, about feet or more of oxygen per month. 

| 130 pounds to 20 pounds. Advantages of liquid distribution to consumers who re- 

When the demand is greater than can be conveniently quire 50,000 to 1,000,000 cubic feet per month may be 

handled by single cylinders, manifolds are used with pipe realized through a variation of the system. Liquid oxygen 

line distribution to consumption points. In industrial is brought to the storage point as a liquid in a tank truck. 

plants and hospitals, piping gaseous oxygen has been At that point it is converted to a gas by equipment on the 

common practice since about 1925. truck and. discharged into receiver tubes on the consumer’s 

For large quantity distribution, a method of transport- property. 
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As a comparison of the saving in transporting it as a 4. Oxy-acetylene blowpipes provide a convenient source 
liquid rather than a gas, it would require 11 railroad cars of controllable heat for bending, straightening, or 
to transport an equivalent amount of gas in the standard shaping operations on steel. 

244 cubic foot cylinder than one railroad tank car can 5. FL — h L fl 
nae . ame-spinning uses the oxy-acetylene flame and a 

transport as a liquid. . . shaping tool to shape tubing. This process is es- 
One of the earliest uses of oxygen was mixing it with #6: 5 . 

: pecially effective for making end-closures. 
a combustible substance to produce an extremely hot 

flame. This led to the oxygen-acetylene welding process If one thing can be singled out as being the most impor- 
which produces the hotest flame temperature, about 6000° tant factor in the growth of the oxygen industry, it is 
F., currently available to industry. probably the many processes that the availability of low- 

Metal production, fabrication, and repair as it is known cost, bulk oxygen has made practical. The uses of oxy- 
today would be impossible without the oxy-acetylene pro- gen in the iron and steel industry, for instance, begin with 

cesses. Oxy-acetylene welding permits the fabrication of the extraction of iron ore and end with the production of 
many structures and parts that could not be built before finished metal parts. By far the greatest proportion of 
welding was developed. Welding has also provided a industrial oxygen is used for conditioning steel and cut- 

ting iron and steel. 

Prior to the late 1940's, it was not economically feasible 

to mine ore from the eastern end of the vast Mesabi iron 

range in Minnesota. The reason for this was the difficulty 

of drilling the very hard, tough ore deposit. In 1949, the 

jet-piercing process was developed for drilling blast- 

holes in the ore or rock. This flame process uses oxygen, 

fuel, and water to get such high temperatures and gas 

velocities that rock is disintegrated. In 1951 it was esti- 

mated that the jet-piercing process would make it possible 

to mine 30 to 40 million tons of iron ore a year from the 

hard, massive beds of magnetic taconite of the Mesabi. 

When scrap iron and steel, pig iron, and hot iron from 

This unit produces about 4,800,000 cu. ft. (about 200 tons) per the blast furnaces are loaded into huge open hearth fur- 

day of 90 percent oxygen. naces to be melted and refined, oxygen-enriched gases 
are often used instead of ordinary air. In this way, the 

melt-down and refining periods are shortened consider- 
ably. 

When steel has been refined and is ready for rolling or 

forging, surface defects are removed by a process known 

as deseaming, scarfing, or conditioning. This process uses 

a nozzle that is designed to deliver a relatively large jet 

of oxygen at low velocity. In mechanized steel condition- 

ing, the entire surface of the billet, bloom, or slab is re- 

moved. by a scarfing machine set into the rolling mill line. 

The machine can remove a thin layer containing surface 

defects from one, two, or four sides simultaneously and 

the operation can be performed while the metal is still hot 
means of repairing broken or damaged structures with and without interrupting the rolling operation. 

large savings in time and money. With the oxy-acetylene The principle of oxygen steel conditioning and other 

blowpipe, practically any metals—similar or dissimilar— cutting applications is fundamentally simple. When heated 

can be joined so that the weld is as strong as the base to the kindling temperature, iron or steel can be cut 
metal. There are many closely allied applications for the (actually burned) by a jet of pure oxygen. With this pro- 

oxy-acetylene flame. cess, iron or steel can be shaped under close control. Tol- 
1. Oxy-acetylene flame-hardening is used to impart a erances of 1/16 in. are easily maintained. By introducing 

hard, wear-resistant case to quench-hardened steel an iron-rich powder into the cutting oxygen stream, oxy- 

and iron parts. acetylene cutting has been further expanded so that it can 

2. The oxy-acetylene flame can be used to anneal metal be used effectively for cutting stainless steel and cast iron. 

parts after welding or cutting. Heavy scrap metal sections that were too heavy for 
3. Flame-priming utilizes the quick heat of oxy-acety- handling were formerly disposed. of by butying in slag 

lene flames to remove loose scale, rust, and surface dumps. Now, hundreds of thousands of tons of steel and 

moisture from steel prior to painting. (continued on page 40) 
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Pneumatic Hose—Engineering knowledge is important to the work 
of the hygiene staff. This apparatus is used to suck up powdered 
ceramic materials from freight cars to large storage silos. The 
workman is thus protected from dust which would be unavoidable 
if the powdered material had to be shoveled. 

Cut courtesy 
Westinghouse 

NATURE’S EXTREMES NOW minute and climb rate angles as high 

AVAILABLE TO SCIENCE as 60 degrees. 

Testing equipment ten miles up in Used primarily for testing reheat 

the sky without ever leaving the (afterburner) fuel pumps for jet 

ground is now possible in this new engines under varied conditions and 

turbo pump altitude test chamber altitudes, this chamber has a vol- 

at General Electric’s Aircraft Gas ume of approximately 950 cubic 

Turbine Division facilities at Lynn, feet and can accommodate a 470 

Mass. gallon capacity fuel tank. Engineers 

This chamber is one of the many can observe pump operations under 

testing facilities used to test equip- all conditions of altitude by watch- 

ment under the severest conditions ing through the observation ports 

which could be encountered in ac- provided in the sides of the chamber. 

tual flight. Simulated altitudes The entire end of the chamber 

over 60,000 feet can be obtained as can be removed to permit the instal- 

well as simulated aircraft climb lation of larger equipment to be 

rates in excess of 20,000 feet per tested under altitude conditions. 
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FREEDOM OF FORM effect is heightened by the use of ferent angles. 
ACHIEVED WITH STEEL color. Painters have daubed the Unconventional design in the Rio 

Freedom of form previously avail- curved ribs orange and made the Blanco bridge extends also to the 
able only with concrete, has been horizontal tie-girders cherry red. flooring, where a diagonal gridwork | 
achieved with steel materials in a The bridge was opened last May of floor beams has proved far more | 
bridge spanning the Rio Blanco Riv- and motorists who invariably stop economical than usual bridge floor | 
er near Vera-Cruz, Mexico. to admire the striking architecture systems. Its strength and safety fac- 

By applying welding techniques, on their first trip across the span tors are as high as conventional con- 
Mexican engineer, Camilo Piccone, have created a minor traffic prob- structions. 
has projected a span with slender lem. Dr. Kavanagh’s original design 
arch ribs, free of cumbersome brac- The 250-foot long, all-welded conception won an award in the 
ing. The structure is based on a new steel splayed-arch highway bridge 1951 professional bridge design com- 
design conception by Thomas C. accommodates three lanes of traffic. petition sponsored by The Lincoln 
Kavanagh, head of the department The arch ribs are inclined and join- Arc Welding Foundation of Cleve- 
of civil engineering of New York ed at the center of the span. The re- land, Ohio. Through the award, Mr. 
University’s college of engineering. sulting space framework produces Piccone learned of Dr. Kavanagh’s 

The ultra-modern “basket handle” visually interesting effects from dif- design. 
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Photo courtesy Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation 
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Madison 5, Wisconsin The Seventh Summer Conference moulds and in the pouring of the 
E. C. Wagner, Secretary of the WSPE was well attended metal. The group also saw how the 

and very successful. That is the small engine-driven electric gener- 

consensus of opinion of all mem- ators were produced. These genera- 

PUBLICATION en bers who were present. The total tors are used for emergency pur- 

ars A Ganangien ‘Ave. registration of engineers was 100 poses and fill a very definite need in 

Madison, Wisconsin with the attendance, including wives the public building and communica- 

R. E. Lee, De Pere and guests, of 173. tions fields. 

Clyde R. Ethier, Milwaukee Kohler Program The inspection trip through the 
R.N. Mornis, Hau Claire The part of the program at Koh- Kohler Village and Walderhaus 

c Ce eae ikdleon ler was one of the highlights and and the demonstration home was ap- 
D. W. Grunditz, La Crosse many thanks are due the Kohler preciated by the women. Most of 

J. M. Abernathy, Rhinelander organization for the fine job of tak- the women chose the village tour 

ing care of the group. We met at the because it was more interesting to 

WSPE OFFICERS American Club on Friday noon and them. It was the women’s consensus 

Pierce G. Ellis, President had an excellent luncheon as guests of opinion that the Girl Scouts of 

George P. Steinmetz, 1st Vice President of the Kohler Co. Lyman C. Con- Kohler are extremely fortunate in 7 
Albert O. Ayres, 2nd Vice President ger of the Kohler Co. staff wel- having a place like the Walderhaus | 

Eldon C. Wagner, Secretary, comed the group at the luncheon as their headquarters. The demon- 

saa SEE eal tncrtdel and set up the program of afternoon stration house was also most in- 

Marcus A Blakey, Director visits through the Kohler plant or teresting to the women and there 

Lester O. Hoganson, Director Kohler Village. The trip through is no question but what many pres- 

wm. F. Baumgartner, Director the plant was excellently arranged ent got ideas on some remodeling or 

Anthony L. Genisot, Director and carried out by Mr. Ed Beaver, changing they had in mind in their 

Herbert O. Lord, Director general manager of the Kohler Co. own homes. 
The group was split up into groups 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES of 10 or 15 with competent guides 

Arthur G. Bebling and made the trip more interesting. 
Edwin J. Kellevang The guides went out of their way ’ ° : 

to explain each part of the plant [ are 

— and were very patient in answering fe) oe atl 
all questions. The trip through the a fe % = 

(Editor’s Note: The W.S.P.E. section shell plant was both interesting and . “goat i > os}; 4 % a 

siie 1eee ti roltom thar of the in Be informative. Having seen how bath- my 7 me i - ae 4 Y 

years. A reorganization of the pete Pub- tubs and other plumbing fixtures q Ns a A ut * € , 

hans Comminrs ee average of are made, each and everyone pres- ig Nags  * | 

W.S.P.E. activities this year. Each of the ent has become more conscious of > CC a 

Ha gven imac il contin a biography Ke aualty of Kohler Co. product. a a 
presidents. The eighth issue will feature The trip through the foundries was : oo | oe 

8 sketch of Ce ee ue Chapter re: interesting from an engineering — x j 3 

porter if you will inform him of any news standpoint because of the unique in- —_— , eS 
trea wen may be brought to your at- novations in the preparation of the Friday night get-together and dance. 
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Registration plugging Plymouth as the world’s r a | 
The staff and employees of the cheese center with samples of cheese bs Pf yi" y 

Schwartz Hotel did an excellent job for everyone. This addition was one ] meg 
of seeing that everyone was taken of the highlights of the evening’s ” i ; 
care of. Of course such a job was doings. iy 

not possible without the able as- Business Meeting : a Bin 

sistance and information on the reg- On Saturday morning there were 4 

istration as collected by Mr. Tom several committee meetings held a | 

McGuire of Plymouth. Everyone during breakfast time after which é Ts i 
: TN 

was permanently placed and enjoyed the business meeting convened in ia 

the excellent dinner at which a little the pavilion. This meeting was ably " oS 
wn Lo ® 3 birthday celebration occurred. It so presided over by George Steinmetz, Nh a, _¥ 

happened that Pierce G. Ellis, our our first vice-president. The key Ch a | Z 
president had a birthday which was note of the meeting was amply pro- P 1 A =. 

reported to be the 21st? At least vided by President Pierce Ellis, out- aS 2 “2 
the cake only had two candles with lining six major points of the prob- i oe 

one burning We. might ask Pierce lems and accomplishments as fol- ae : a 
if the one burning candle was for lows: ay . fe 
the 21st year? Anyway it was a very 1. Membership. h - : a 

interesting side light and everyone 2. Publications and publication | p ; 
thoroughly enjoyed it. policy. | 

. : 3. Weaknesses and _ inequalities 
Friday Evening Get-together in th, ; : _ i , nF 

Th ranged by the Fox in the registration law. mt 
_ De program arranged OY 4. Working relationship with ar- Eg 

River Valley Chapter for the Get- Alec oN \ ee ee 
is {A 

together was superb. Mr. W. G. Bey: 5. Violation of registration law a hai. : x 
an was an able master of ceremonies and:compliance therewith \ ay , 

and added some interesting com- ‘ en A. Ler i 
. 6. Appointment of registration & 4 \ 

ments. The dancing was thoroughly board vacancy of Delmet Nel- ri. | 

enjoyed by all present. Music sup- : \ = 4 
Joy’ Y t son, professor of mechanical We 

plied by the Don Schuerer Trio engineering at the University a 
from Manitowoc of the English of Wisconsin a 
Lake fame consisted of piano, ac- a Vy, I j 

cordion, bass viola and drums. The Legislation. Announcement : i) 

magic and tricks performed by Curt Willard Warzyn, chairman of the h c Be om 

Walter, master of tomfoolery from legislative committee, gave a very ya , 

Oshkosh was superb entertainment: comprehensive report on legislation i 

He was capably assisted by Rose affecting professional engineers, ab- Ls 

Evans (Mrs. Kenneth Evans, Mad-) ly outlining the problems, benefits iy 
ison). Maybe Mrs. Evans should : : : Nay 

im th and courses of action regarding this , a 
look forward to a career in the en- all-important problem. mn PS 
tertainment field. The entertain- a 

ment highlight of the evening was Unity Problems in ag 6 

the Four Beaus, Barbershoppers Edwin Seeger, Vice-President, \ 

from seen mis Siac alfoes NSPE, gave an interesting address \ 
ment was so we: receive: that after . : 

condetng many encores the boys regarding the unity problem among 1. President Pierce G. Ellis addressing the 
: s ae > professional engineers. He ably Saturday morning business meeting. 
just had to say, “Well, that’s all outlined the problems and action 2. Mr. Willard Warzyn making legislation 
folks.” The quartette consisted of taken at a national level regarding business waeeena Saturday morning 

Donald (Mickey) Mueller, tenor; a unity organization which would 3. Mr. Edwin Seeger addressing Saturday 
< j morning business meeting on subject 

maid nant lead; oe a include all of the engineering socie- "Unity Problem Among Professional 
aritone; and manager Clayton Kie! 5 , : Bod Engineers.” 

bass, , ties. This unity organization to be a 4.Mr. Paul Robbins, National Director 
. . spokesman for all technical and pro- of NSPE, addressing Saturday morn- 

The refreshments provided were . . . ing business meeting on subject, Vital P fessional organizations. This prob- Questions © tne the Professional 
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone lem which has been with the engi- Eugitese” oncerning the Wroressions 
judging from the way the waiters neering profession dince:its inception 5. Dean George B. Walter presenting his 
and waitresses were kept busy in : banquet address, “No Man Is An Is- 

idi hi A LT M. was attacked by the formation of land » on Saturday evening. 
roviding them. As usua: om Mc- . : 6. Mr. Murl Deusing presenting his trav- Pp . 8 . the Engineers Joint Council (EJC). elogue, “Florida Everglades”, at the 

Guire came to the forefront here in ure: < ° (please turn to page 29) Saturday evening banquet. 
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PAGE A. JOHNSON | 

Southwest Chapter President | 

Page A. Johnson, president of the Southwest Chapter the past 16 years, in which his work has largely been keep- : 

of the Wisconsin Society of Professional Engineers, was ing the field up to date on the latest concrete develop- 

born at Clay Center, Kansas, March 17, 1906. While he ments, and at the same time informing groups and indi- 

was still a boy, his parents moved to Fond du Lac, Wis- viduals of concrete and its uses. 

consin where Page attended public school. Page was presi- He has been instrumental in the development of engi- 

dent of his junior and senior class in high school, and neering as a profession in Wisconsin, being a charter 

was on the high school basketball team that won the state member of the WSPE, a staunch supporter of the registra- 

championship in 1924. He continued his athletic career the tion act, active on several of the society’s committees, was 
next two years at Lawrence College, where he was a two state chairman of the public relations committee and vice 

letter man, earning letters in basketball and tennis. It was president of the Southwest Chapter prior to becoming its 

while at Lawrence, he decided to become an engineer, and president last fall. 

transferred to the University of Wisconsin, where he Page remains active in athletics, enjoying a good game 

earned his bachelor degree in Civil Engineering three of golf, tennis, fishing, swimming or a canoe trip whenever 

years later. He worked for the Robert Candlish Construc- he can, and he chooses bowling as his winter sport. He 

tion Company, of Harvey, Illinois part time while still in also enjoys a good game of bridge (naturally—being a 

school, and remained with them a few years after gradua- civil engineer). 

tion, leaving them to go with the Illinois Highway Depart- While attending the University of Wisconsin, Page 

ment. Three years later he decided to go homeward and met Jean Lindsay, an Alpha Chi Omega transfer from 

joined the Wisconsin Highway Department. He left the Brenau, and they became married in 1934. They have two 

Wisconsin Highway Department to become city engineer daughters, Judith, 16 and Trudy, 13. 

and commissioner for the city of Fond du Lac, which posi- Page, in addition to his WSPE activities, was a member 

tion he held two years, serving as well on the library of Sigma Chi fraternity, serving as its president in 1929. 

board and as a park commissioner. He is also active in Kiwanis, YMCA, Madison Club, Mad- 

In 1937, he became a field engineer for the Portland ison Technical Club, and a member of the Congregational 

Cement Association. He has continued in that capacity for church. 
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questions concerning the profes- 2. Is there a shortage of engineers? 
Summer Conference sion. He gave it in such a ‘manner 3, Should We be concerned in us- 

It was Mr. Seeger’s opinion that and with his dynamic, pleasing Ber ing engineers wn tay purely tech- the EJC as constituted was not flex- sonality put the thoughts across in nical field or should we be di- 

ible enough for unity organization. 2 very effective way. His address Vetted Wrdther: interests, 
It could be considerably improved was also very highly SRAERTAUI gS ~ % To what degree seeuld lemeee. by cxpendliny clue enpenteunon each one present will remember the agement be given to young peo- 

cover more societies and to find little episode entitled, “Then phat Ble to eter engineering? means for participation by younger tom Strikes Again.” Mr. Robbins 5. How can we best help young 
members. The plan to expand EJC was very complimentary to Edwin members coming out of college? 
is progressing, and NSPE is trying Seeger, giving everyone the feel- 6. What are the best ways to ob- 
fo itd some basis. on which i can ing that the men heading our pro- tain Proper recognition of our 
go along. Bkoprexe ic being wade ie fession are very able individuals. profession? 
chad @ comiainas bias been. appoink In outlining the vital questions of 7s What can be done to improve 
ed with representatives from both the profession, Mr. Seeger pointed registration? 
EJC and NSPE to discuss the mat- out that there was not time for dis- 8. How can we better train mem- 
ter. NSPE could probably go along cussion of all of them here, but bers to improve the profession? 
if’ agement could be reached so that NSPE is vitally interested and Mr. Robbins stated the above 
that professional. .quesdlons would much concerned about all of them. problems and others are getting 
ba: vebsueed. 16 it Esk action, Varie The questions outlined were as fol- ample consideration by some 200 

her plans for unity organi- lows: committees of top engineers. He 
a hee been proposed, — 1. What can be done to improve pointed out this was one of the ma- 
among them that NSPE be the uni- unity among engineers? Mr. Rob- jor benefits the society is giving to 
ty organization. It was Mr. Seeger’s bins referred to Mr. Seeger’s the profession and to the individual 
aplhion dhaany guise orientation remarks and the article in the engineers. Mr. Robbins then turned 
fas to. ke Sided. from geass coors National Engineer magazine. his thoughts to the problem which 

to be successful. It has to be an or- 
iginal organization which is not do- 

minated by electrical or any other 
group or profession. He also stated 
that such an organization must be 

based on registration or something 
as good as registration. If people 3 ne RR 
are to recognize and respect the — eas 1 . a) ; eae es Neo 08” egy engineering profession, there must iT | pi a . a, be high standards for membership. \s | By i : By a #60 
Mr. Seeger referred the group to i i Cae .- Said on . ms an article in the Sept. issue of Am- \ FNS my a e ASA La ms it 

erican Engineer and urged all to C5 es ee & yy 4, it seer. ED ej 
read same. Mr. Seeger closed his ON ¥ igae $F i a YN MG 4 at % a A . 
remarks on the thought that most of eA e oe Ey w a m eS ' a a 
the people who are members are in- ie = Ae 7 mh ‘ = 
terested in having a_ professional = Req : i Be bbs s é 
level organization rather than a la- eee) = d cs ie 4) 
bor union type organization. He ra od : ; oa ¥ po S o 
mentioned as an example the labor 32 “ : be i ae a 9 ae us 
union type of organization as now a a Oe. as We” i? A Ben te us 
exists particularly in the aircraft mA eer S$ L/ . ss rw aS ve 
engineers. ‘ a ha ahd | Sy ae eo a 

Vital Questions Concerning e NS. : es ie rh ee ena ay ae 4 
Professional Engineers Pe _ : 4 ere N\ < > “any a Py 

Paul H. Robbins, executive direc- aL seceeert : & ras 
tor of NSPE gave a thought-provok- . iN 
ing address regarding the vital Friday dinner—recognize any of your friends? 
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(continued from page 29) 

he stated as, “What are we as mem- 

bers going to do about the collec- 

tive bargaining thinking being gen- 

erated in our profession?” He stated 

— that so far our thinking had been 
; 4 on the professional level rather than | 

Sh si a 7 a purely collective bargaining union 

— » level; in other words, we only con- 

i Ln ia sider technical background. Now 

| we must consider the monetary or 

NN ee dollar angle along with all the oth- 

2. ‘ ‘ ers. This is difficult because our pro- 

— a fession considers individual progress 

: j : on a professional level to be better 

cy and more healthy for the profession 

q i than the so-called union collective 

f bargaining theory. It resolves itself 

into two basic philosophies: 

1. The so-called employment 

PAUL H. ROBBINS unit status level or 

Executive Director 2. The professional technical 

status. 

We, as members, like the latter 

. because it is similar to the elite sta- 

Paul H. Robbins, Executive Di- through which men and material tus of the profession of doctors ot 

rector of the National Society of were funneled to the European and lawyers. The first philosophy sets 

Professional Engineers, was born in Mediterranean war theaters, he as- up class distinction, which of course, 

Syracuse, New York. sumed the duties of director of is not consistent with our thinking 

He is a registered professional en- training. as members. It puts short time gains 

gineer and holds degrees from Syra- The chief of transportation of the ahead of and at the expense of long 

cuse University and the Massachu- Army, under whose command the term development or advancement. 

setts Institute of Technology and. New York Port operated, sent Mr. The best interests of the public are 

has engaged in graduate work at Robbins to all ports of embarkation sometimes abandoned. It is not com- 
Columbia University for his Ph. D. in this country as his representative patible with the position of engi- 

degree. to consult with commanders of these neer of being the go-between of cap- 

After field experience in highway installations on all phases of man- ital furnishing the money or funds 

design and layout, he became asso- agement, organization and the util- and labor doing the physical work. 

ciated with the Pittsburgh Bridge ization of personnel. It means the business of public 

and Iron Works leaving there in Mr. Robbins is married, has two trust of the engineer is sometimes 

1937 to join the engineering staff at children and lives in Silver Springs, violated or abandoned. 

Cooper Union. Maryland. Mr. Robbins then outlined the 
He has also taught at New York . . : 

University and the University of He isa member of Tau Beta Pi, advancement of the labor union or- 

Maine. Phi Kappa Phi, Delta Sigma Rho, ganization type for professional 

Tn. 1041 he went: in the executive Army Transportation Association, technical people, specifically men- 

office of the mayor of the city of American Society for Engineering tioning aircraft industry, RCA, 

New York as full time consultant Education, Society of American Mil- TVA, So. Calif. Edison and some 

on cengineering training. itary Engineers, and American So- G.E. and Westinghouse plants. In 

He also served the city as expert ciety for Photogrammetry. addition to the labor organizations 

examiner in engineering work. He is director of fellowships for of technical employees which have 

With the activation by the Army Tau Beta Pi and a member of the been with us for some time, the En- 

of the New York Port of Embarka- advisory committee of “Who’s Who gineers and Scientists of America 

tion, the principal east coast port in Engineering.” iglease surn-co:pawe:38) 
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Condensed from a Report on " 

the RCA Transistor Press Demonstration 

By Victor Muth 

Almost everyone has, by now, heard of the transistor. 
This tiny electrical device has been widely advertised as 
being a device which can do the same things as the present 
day vacuum tube and do them better. Because of the 

small size of the transistor it is reasonable to expect that 
electrical equipment built with transisters instead of vac- 
uum tubes will be much smaller and more compact than it 

. is now. The following is a digest of a report on the RCA 
es oes Ailes Ja “Transistor Press Demonstration’ held November 17; 1952 

oe (2 oa LU at Princeton, New Jersey, where some of this new equip- 
Of, e 4 . a. a ment was revealed. 

h See, — Perhaps the first thing one thinks of in the line of 
ee pn Te GE > co P| electrical equipment where weight and size are important Be 

Wg iad 3 . ik i 4 a \ pid LL isa portable radio. At the demonstration an all transistor * 
ae Par m ma We Y < ge "personal radio was shown that gave the standard 100- 
a. ee ue AA K ee. ni hour battery life with five small batteries, each about 

6 rence aR Qo ST A AS ¥ iy . the size of a checker piece. There is a great reduction in 
ae 2 rn tee \  . size and weight of this unit because of the batteries alone, 

s ~ LA aoe een ee 4 a 1. not considering the difference in size between the tran- 
— a : \\ i tn . sistor and tube. 

eS \ toe w Ce wee =? — Along this same line, an FM receiver was built using : ee IZ a eer ‘ HH eleven transistors with both junction and point contact. 
: ates This receiver is completely portable and weighs five 

: - " pounds, approximately one-half the weight of an FM 
receiver using tubes. 

Employing only standard electronic parts, with no attempt at sub- A transistor automobile radio was also shown, using Set aE vloven ecanvieess, The mast ipotant feaiue of chigas such circuits. The pencil points to one of the five developmental is the elimination of the high-voltage power supply com- bein cnares aera See whieh ha kok Stee, aeacon ay wins tmelveey “hia pater aipely tubes and transformers, which consumes four times as much comprising a vibrator, transformer and rectifier, which 
Power as the transistor unit. are substantial parts of the set, are unnecessary in a tran- 

sistor receiver since transistors operate directly off the 
six-volt automobile battery. This set uses one-tenth of the 
current of present auto sets which is less than that re- 
quired to operate the two dial lights. 

Computer parts also have been developed using tran- 
. sistors. A transistor counter capable of a million indivi- 

dual counting actions per second was shown. This counter 
requires two watts of power while a counter doing the 

, same job with tubes would consume 60 watts, weighs 1/8 
wy (please turn to page 44) 
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fe  " é importance of insuiations 
TE ON, 

e ® Cd LT HE PURPOSE of electrical insulation these are highly resistant to moisture. The 
a) e Ca . 4 : @ « * 

e e " e @ . is to offer resistance to the flow of other group consists of insulations built up 

a eo... i electricity and thus to confine elec- _of one or more layers of fibrous materials 

r bd ee) ® Ay trical potential to the conductor mate- such as asbestos, cotton, varnished cambric, 

ry @e we @; ry rial throughout its length. An ideal various synthetic fibers and paper. Even 

) fay 14 insulating material would have infinite though these fibrous materials are impreg- 
td rey e @ Ca : : s ; . . . 

@ y 5 insulation resistance and voltage break- nated with moisture-proofing materials such 

OW e © e rf A down, a specific inductive capacity of 1 as paraffin, asphalts and oils, they readily 

td © £4 and zero power factor. In addition it absorb sufficient moisture in wet locations 

™ ® ee @ , hUd would be flexible, physically strong and to completely lose their insulating proper- 

res —_— «4 a unaffected by abrading, cutting and ties. Such insulations must therefore be 
— 4 . , impact forces, oxygen, ozone, acids, al- protected by a moisture-proof sheath such 

ie ; oO kalies and water throughout a tempera- _as lead when used in moist locations. 

ee C3 f Ay ture range from minus 80 C. to the . . . 
aaa 0 06 6lU fat ya o. maximum operating temperature of The insulations made from materials 

ie, | ey copper. A conductor insulated with a  PPearing tn the first group fall into two 

£2, ON \ 2 thin wall of such a material would general classes depending on whether 

geen . . {i occupy minimum space and would oper- OF NOt pid ee after cen 

oO | - 3 ee : * tion to the conductor, namely, ther- 
> | 3 ate indefinitely even at high voltages ¢ reene 9 A 

od , ay - in the presence of any or alloftheabove  Mosetting insulations, those which are 

, «© Y . destructive materials with no energy vulcanized and, (2) thermoplastic, 

, a a loss within the insulation. All available those that are not vulcanized. Thermo: 
o , insulating materials fail to comply with Setting insulations are those made trom 

o FN P| \ the above ideal in practically every natural rubber, GR-S, butyl and sili- 
- re i — respect. cone synthetic rubbers. Such insulations 

7 FY i a , y . are applied to the conductor in a soft 

a i rj Ae Insulations for use on electrical wires plastic condition and attain their ulti- 

ded a ee a and cables which are subject to bending mate physical properties as a result of 

gf ass eS during manufacture, installation or use a heat treatment (vulcanization) dur- 
Oe 3 a tease SiG oe : 2 ss 

a m4 . ee must have adequate flexibility. Flexible in- ing which the sulfur or vulcanizing 

” — «A —_ sulations for such uses are of two general agents combine with the rubber. Ther- 

- Jf Tm classes, depending chiefly on the extent that moplastic insulations become plastic 

ass Vw oN 2 they absorb or are affected by moisture. In enough for application to the conductor 

(@e i) q one group are included the homogeneous simply by raising their temperature. 

r i rubber and rubber-like insulations, made They acquire their toughness again on 

end from natural rubber or the synthetic rub- cooling. From this it follows that ther- 

bers, GR-S, butyl and silicone and thermo- mosetting insulations are less subject to 

plastic insulations such as polyvinyl chlor- softening at elevated temperatures than 

) x) = A ide compounds and polyethylene. Most of thermoplastic insulations. 

4 Or Rome yet UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY 
; 4 eer ; : 
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sae bese: 

. a % Poa 

y ww €, 3 

Natural rubber, including Laytex®, quantity, resistance to ozone in the insula- 4 ory OG Cy é-] ae 

GR-S synthetic rubber and thermoplastic tion must be provided. eo ‘Y o a) 
insulations are available in two classes, de- 2 5 = Caan’ A 

pending on whether they are designed for ps table onor® sper 2 spb Mowe tore 4 
use in dry or wet locations. Standard insula- an ee d ynthetic tubber insu hen <F — «4 ee a, 
tions, Type R and Laytex Type RU (made aS Provided | by incorporating in nem [ j 88 
from rubber) and Type T (made from relatively high percentages of an inert OG F ( a 

thermoplastic) are for use in dry locations OF hee serials’ eee such Lr y y S ae 

while moisture-resistant insulations Types as vulcanized vegetable ou, hese are Se rs Ss 
RW, RUW, and TW are for use in wet the so-called oil base compounds. Com- rw Pe f be 

locations. There are many installations, par- Pp jounds made from butyl ee are 4 : A Py y A 
ticularly in buildings, where the less costly inherently ozone resistant. Oil base and inal Nears 
standard compounds give entirely satis- butyl compounds are suitable for opera- 
factory service. tion at a maximum voltage of about 

28 KV, grounded neutral, when prop- 
Natural rubber and GR-S synthetic erly shielded. ae 

rubber insulations are also available i i — om Re 
two classes depending on the operating Varnished cambric insulated cables are >, Pecos 
temperature for which they are de- generally used in the same voltage range » % Ber og es 
signed, namely, Type R and RW for as ozone resistant rubber, that is, at a e ‘a ene 

60C. operati ea an d Type RH and RUH maximum of 28 KV, grounded neutral, and AY . i 

for 75 C. operation. Conductors insu- at a maximum conductor tempetarure of a be | RN 

lated with RH insulation carry more 85 att bh e An wer aeons pmlc By a Pro Po ote oy 
current, that is, use the conductor more ead heath, es must be covered with a eo, ec tad 
efficiently than those insulated with . () yi Bong Cy 
Type R insulation. There is also avail- Impregnated paper-insulated, lead- , 4 cy 5 
able a combination insulation capable covered cables are suitable for operation , a, 
of operating at 60 C. in wet locations at voltages up to 69 KV at a maximum aa \ Tt 
and 75 C. in dry locations. Butyl rubber temperature of 85 C. Gas or oil filled re wi ee 
insulation is suitable for operation at paper insulated cables are suitable for Cea , han a | 

80 C. and silicone rubber for even higher voltage services at somewhat on A e ® @ 
higher temperatures. reduced temperatures. ’ rf ) 

The thermoplastic insulations described Insulation thicknesses for all insulations , r @ @ 
above are limited to 600 volts for general depend on the rated voltage, the conductor ff e 
power distribution. The rubber and rubber- size and type of insulation. Minimum in- y of rl ° 

like insulations are limited to a maximum sulation resistance and test voltages have rf ry ry 
operating voltage of 5000. For operation at been established for all classifications. | i ry 
higher voltages where ozone is produced in i Cy e 

For reprints of these pages write to address below. i . e 
| ee e 

Electrical Wire and Cable Department i QB nr 
Rockefeller Center * New York 20, N.Y. 1 eo C | 
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By 

Richard White, ¢’55 

Schubert, Paul J., m’50, has re- anes _Z > Dietz, Jess C., ¢’39, PhD’47, has : 

cently been promoted to purchasing é ee | been promoted to professor of civil 

agent of the Printed Foil Plant, Har- ‘S.A eo engineering, University of Illinois, 

rison, New Jersey, a division of Rey- <a Division of Sanitary Engineering. 

nolds Metals Company. Paul joined _ ry Stead, ‘Toh 93 id f 

the Reynolds Metals Company June — : 7a ? iy, m-22,, President ° 
20, 1950, as a purchasing trainee for - Illinois Brass Works, Sycamore, IIli- 

the Louisville Parts operation, and ‘ Le a : nois, has been appointed Assistant 

has made rapid progress in the pur- y a ~ | ~—SsC Secretary of the Army in charge of | 

chasing field. He is a native of Ap- im. 7 | material procurement. 

pleton, Wisconsin. ee Ve i 

Kneevers, Victor A., c’35, has left fo i) LS Severson; Lloyd Jenin 36, is now 
the Donahue Engineering Company : gk vice president of Oliver Iron Min- 

to form his own engineering firm in Lo Z ing Division, U. S. Steel Corpora- 

Sheboygan, Wisconsin. PAUL J. SCHUBERT tion, in Duluth, Minnesota. 

Sandner, Frank X., Jr., 42, Lt. Commander, U.S. Bredeson, Duane, and Finn, Fred T., both min’53, are 

Navy, returned to inactive status after duty as resident now serving with the U.S. Air Force. 

supervisor of ship building at Pascagoula, Mississippi. He Schmidt, Milton O., 38, MS’41, has been promoted to 

has accepted a position as assistant production manager professor of civil engineering, University of Illinois, Di- 
and coordinator of naval construction with the Ingalls jiion of ‘Topogiaphic Engineering. 

Shipbuilding Corporation in Pascagoula. 
Professors J. G. Woodburn and A. T. Lenz, ¢’28, PhD 

Ahlgtimm, M. S., min’53, is working with the DuPont °40, attended the Minneapolis meeting of the internation- 

Company in Wilmington, Delaware. al conference on Hydraulics from Aug. 31 to Sept. 24, 

Collins, William A., c’24, suffered a fatal heart attack, and. were pleased to visit with the following Wisconsin 

Sept. 30, 1953, at Beloit, Wisconsin. Mr. Collins had been graduates: 

a city employee in Beloit since 1924 and was street super- Ree, W. O., ¢’35, Soil Conservation Service, Stillwater, 

intendent and public works superintendent before becom- Oklahoma. 

ing city engineer, the position he held at the time of his Roberson, Prof. J. A., MS(c)’50, Washington State Col- 

death. lege, Pullman, Washington. 

Shorey, Edwin R., Jr., c’35, is now supervisor of the Minshall, N. E., c’24, Soil Conservation Service, Madi- 

Calgary area, Shell Oil Company, Calgary, Alberta, Can- son Wisconsin. 

ada. Lowe, Prof. T. M., MS(c)’31, Louisiana State Univer- 

Buckstaff, Sherwood, min’22, MS (Geology)’23, is chief sity. 

geologist for the Houston, Texas branch of Shell Oil Francis, 'C. J., ¢’26, Soil Conservation Service, Omaha, 

Company. Neb. 
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It took 100 f engi ing 
See that tiny speck of oxide on a hair-like 
wire? It’s called a thermistor, and - 

it’s the first practical thermally sensi- | 
tive resistor. It’s so sensitive it will EE 
measure temperature variations ee — 

within one-millionth of a degree. As Ce : 
a circuit element and control device, ee _ o 
this small, stable and rugged unit _ es | . . - 
has a place in a variety of electrical - =. : — 

Although the thermistor is the smallest § : ~ 2 
and, in appearance, one of the simp- ££ ~ : 
lest devices made by Western Elec- / fee ~ 
tric—manufacturing unit of the Bell : 7 a ‘ 
Telephone System—it was more : 7 h ‘Se 
than 100 years in the making. / A + co 
Back in the 19th Century—some time / | 
before Western Electric was founded ; / _ 
in 1869—Michael Faraday studied a / / “ 
curious thermally sensitive resistor ie 
material similar to that used in 20th — 
Century thermistors. As Faraday : : : 
and others after him discovered, the ce 

trouble with making effective use of : 
this material was that different units 2 
made by what seemed to be the . vse ccnp pes 
same process, showed largevariations | 9nr2 beyond the laboratory stage, * 2 ooo 4 
in their behavior. The problem of | Western Electric’s engineers tackled | a, po 
how to control the amount of im- the job of mass-producing the hard- \ ‘ 7 
purities present in the material was __ to-handle oxides. After many trials __ : 8 
finally solved a few years ago by our _ they got a pilot line in operation— ap of 
research team mates at Bell Tele- then a full scale production line i de 
phone Laboratories. through which compressed powders oe Vevey | 

of thermistor material could be sin- | : \ a4 
tered into a strong, compact and oe 

, homogenous mass. Today reliable . tf 
thermistors are being madeinmany . \ x \ \ 4 a] 

a , shapes and sizes—small beads, rods, =. S ge, 4 7 
2 4 ae discs, washers—tomeet varying = \ Oo f 
yD > yo circuit and design problems. To 3 . of Ne e/f 

fF : PA i make this possible, Western Electric — 2 AI (fs 
- : engineers had to find new ways to | 7 if 

ad Ve - : / apply a slurry of oxides on wire; new i a 
ens ways to extrude and mold oxide © 
c aS ws Tf Sa een < mixtures. The thermistor takes many forms de- 

Ae Moe . 2 pending on the resistance and power- 
At every turn, the thermistor has pre- handling capacity needed in a particu- 

. a  -- sented fresh challenges to our engi- lar circuit. 
a wane || neers. Engineering is like that at WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

pees pee, Western Electric—where technical  geng the coupon below for a copy of 
a aad y \ men of varied skills pool their knowl- the 16-page technical monograph en- 

= edge in a constant search for new titled, ““Thermistors as Components 
At Western Electric’s Allentown (Pa.) _ and better ways to do things. Open Product Design Horizons.” 
Plant hundreds of minute thermistor 
components are electrically tested and 
sorted every day. The basic component, ree 
an oxide, has a large negative temper- | WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY | 

: ature coefficient of resistivity. I COLLEGE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT | 
| 195 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7,N. Y. | 

e I I'd like more information about 1 

——— p tric . | CJ Thermistors and their application I 
ce We stern S E Jecl bt | OO Engineering opportunities at Western Electric | 

L Wester” eee rae 
ey a dh es 
° I ity ___—______________ State ——______________ | 

A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 I Schoo! Clas: I 

LoS 
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oy a pearl F g ieee 
en LO : Pea 4 F ( J as ee a | 

i | ee aes . xn le t) 

‘ L ae At the Control Desk — or else- 
ee sa ec where in the plant — observers 

ra i can watch what is happening in- 
4 a : eats Ps ae side the test cell, 

7 , ) i | 

a a Daren AE 
— - . aan ce : oO. 

. - ?e ee) ae S . 

f ” J “I oe " re a a VAN 

Dl oe eel 4 os | ge * 

ee =e: a oN 
3 By oe mse KS be — - 

vscustrat tele ee ee 
Through the use of industrial television, Pratt “ es 4 
& Whitney Aircraft engineers can now watch ‘ ; F | 
what happens as big jet engines are run under : <7 ce 
abnormal conditions. Without personal hazard, es 2 Fi 
they can see inside the test cell from any loca- vy yi 
tion in the plant. at 2 A \ 

On their television screens they can observe aly AO 1 
the action of linkages, controls and other parts. os Hg J | 
Even infra-red characteristics not visible to the a Gy OF bh : 
human eye can be studied. LA a nF f 

But to do this, many technical problems had a ew es 
to be solved. For instance, commercial equip- “ Ae x aes 
ment had to be modified in many ways to “ \J — an “ 
operate under abnormal temperatures and in ps Television. comeros cre (a 
hazardous atmospheres. Soon a further develop- Ne 19) ports Formerly impossible 4 
ment will permit remote traversing of the al Far ° 222 Suring a testirun. . 
camera and adjustment of lenses. wi ay} — oh 

This typifies the way in which new engineer- eS ee 
ing and research facilities are constantly made — — 
available to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineers. 
Here engineers are encouraged to experiment If : di 1 
with new ideas — given an opportunity to do Titel onotunition fo oer employs 

veal engineering. contact ii College Pinaainest Officer 
or write directly to Mr. Frank W. 
Powers, Engineering Department, 

P R A T T & WH IT N E Y A | R CR A F T Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hart- 

Division of United Aircraft Corporation ford, Conn. 
EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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Out of the d ark... 
In a few swiftly moving years, RCA—today’s top television pro- 

television magic has brightened grams, with a fabulous new line- 

nearly 23,500,000 homes. Lead- up starting this Fall. That’s why 

ing all the way is RCA... —from yesterday’s darkness to 
Ec _ap 

Pioneering in electronics, build- the brilliance of today—it’s RCA 7 
: . ! 
ing powerful transmitters, sup- all the way ! 

plying vital equipment to studios 

and stations, programming the 2 

finest in entertainment, news and A oe > 
education, building radio and TV ~ 3 

Se yee oe 
sets that most people want... -) ap el eee) 

Ss h: 9 oe ‘ - Je ee Pied Pe eye. 
0 what do you see? You see the ae Le ay i BOO 

. . 6 gg ‘" Bree 
great new line of RCA Victor tele- 2 2 ; | Ih a Ye a. oe 
vision with Rotomatic Tuning: AS | ; a 7 a 

WNT ag | ly aunt Yd _ 8 
The sharpest, clearest pictures on oe by peo wy 4 i iy Nia 

. 3 co ee, A een a a 
record at the click of a dial. You . are fp iia 2 : " a ne OE 
see through NBC—a service of 7 a. | te ! Lae 

Wes a ae. 
€ : ’ of noe | 

Ce ; [ 
< _ ea 

: @@=S@=SemuLmu, SS CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION 

=== F _ |. > WITH PAY—AT RCA 

———r—~—~— é—=—~—§— ee “ iy Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
@@—=—=—rt—e—eOeeOrmrmi—MhMhshsasesh( hm Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

—.—rti“—~—~—~—~—S—S—S—S—S—S—S—~—S—S—S—S—CSCBTG facturers of radio and electronic products 
c— rUrt~wr”~—~”r~—SSC“ CCl offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 
a —s - 8 i LULU < well-rounded training and experience at 
_ 2 — -— 7% j~ +. | a good salary with opportunities for ad- 
[ oe 2s a -. vancement. Here are only five of the many 
| Za | * 2  , 7 projects which offer unusual promise: 
S _ cs — fe fk - go 9 ~ | | © Development and design of radio re- 

a CC Ur oo —~—COe,rt~—SC?EEEC ceivers (including broadcast, short-wave 
cy es hh and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

“ae — é/~. é «| _ graph combinations). 
| © me € sg o _ , — © Advanced development and design of 

Fe _- ‘ | AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
_ -— = | _ | induction heating, mobile communications 

ee os equipment, relay systems. 
ee ee a 3 4 = 

: a. - = . . | © Design of component parts such as 
—  . Ko — coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

_ |) &ies : © Development and design of new re 
om _ oe cording and producing methods. 

a © Design of receiving, power, cathode 
— : sk ray, gas and photo tubes. 

Write today to College Relations Divi- 
s oe sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey. 

_ ’ Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
<< ty, 4 and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

ie ar st 
2. OAS | 

° Rapio C ‘or A ADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
World leader in radio — first in television 
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WSPE 

(continued from page 30) All in all, Mr. Robbins’ address was made possible by The Kohler 

(ESA) was recently organized as a was an inspiration and gave much Foundation in memory of Marie 

National organization to collect all food for thought. Christine Kohler. 

the locals. This organization claims Saturday Afternoon and Evening The informal cocktail party and 

a membership of 40,000 people (Mr. Saturday afternoon everyone at banquet were well attended by both 

Robbins questioned this number.) the WSPE convention was invited members and ladies followed by an 
At hearings before the Congres- to participate in as many of the enlightening and entertaining pro- 

sional Committee on labor matters, following activities as they desired; gram. 

particularly the Taft-Hartley Act, an auto trip through the Kettle Mo- , . . 

ESA singles out NSPE as their raine Area, the Wade House, trout Pierce G. Ellis, President of 

prime target and tried to label them fishing at Silmer Moons Springs, WSPE, our toastmaster, presented | 

as management representatives. To golf, or hiking. Mr. Raymond Sive- George B. Walter, dean of Law- | 

combat this situation, Mr. Robbins sind, Supervisor Historical Sites, rence College, who entertained us 

outlined various surveys that were State Historical Society of Wiscon- with eGelignee! and humorous ad- 

being made on the vital question of sin, gave a short lecture with col- dress, “No Man Is an Island. This 

what generates a collective bargain- ored slides on “Interesting Histor- was followed by Marl Deusing’s 

ing attitude. This survey is being ical Facts of the Kettle Moraine eavereRER Sh Life in Florida’s 

made among management, indus- Area.” Everglades ue color; Mr. Deusing 

try, and members of the engineer- Mr. Sivesind also presented slides "8 CUFator of Education, for the Mil- 
ing field. Questionnaires are being of the Old Wade House State Park, waukee Public Museum. 

sent to engineers in training and Wisconsin’s newest state park. Wade 

to professional engineers in an ef- House is one of the earliest stage A . 

fort to determine and get the dif- | coach inns in Wisconsin. The re- ppoimtment 

ference of attitude of all age groups. _—storation of the Old Wade House Delmar W. Nelson, professor of 

Mechanical Engineering at the Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, has been ap- 
= ez = pointed by the State Industrial Com- 

SC ‘2 > mission to serve a three year term 

a | on the Wisconsin Registration Board 
a e \  . of Architects and Professional Engi- 
x Paha i. _ oe neers. He succeeds the late Grover 

Reet — , mo 

wanes MI He inp chan of he Ros 
Pilot ha Approach Coupler (7 . . yf a Roe a River Valley section of the Ameri- 

¢ . we 7a)} Lo can Society of Mechanical Engi- 

: OE a neers, of the Wisconsin Chapter of 

a Oe yr o the American Society of Heating 

\ ’ oO ‘ and Ventilating Engineers, and of 
cy 7 p. the Madison Technical Club. He is, 

"g an be STYLE . at present, also on the Advisory 

= \ Committee for the revision of the 

State Heating, Ventilation, and Air 
The handful of Fafnir Ball Bearings dependability are vital to the instrument Conditioning Code. 
illustrated, help to assure the success of system’s design and performance. Fafnir . . ‘ 

an amazingly ingenious, 36 lb. Automa- Extra-Small Ball Bearings for extremely Active, too, in WSPE, he is a past 
tic Pilot and Approach Coupler for jet small shafts are available in various con- chairman of the Fees and Classifica- 

planes. These instrument bearings, 22 structions and tolerances to meet exact- tion Committee and of the Nomina- 

in all, weigh less than 4 ounces. Their ing requirements. The Fafnir Bearing tion Committee. He is a director of 

compactness, extreme sensitivity and Company, New Britain, Conn. ihe Soutliwest Chapter €ox the ‘ens 

suing year and is a member of the 

FA Fr hl i R A soung atl, present Nomination Committee of 

see aoe WSPE, 
BALL BEARINGS mo a cnet Beate on Professor Nelson received both 

(2 Ke Fone sor rine Soe his BS and his MS from the Univer- 
Most Complete H-. in America ‘a sity of Wisconsin. 

(please turn to page 50) 
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Another page for WWI em UTI 

east 6) Howto carry a floor charger’s 
ee ee 12-fon overhung load 
RIL] we ce ——. <n This floor charger charges and levels 12 tons ata 

| a Ct : om tl crack in open hearth furnaces. The 12-ton over- 
i “Bi ae _—_ mir hung load and the terrific shock loads set up by 

pe = Pe the charging operation are carried by the peel 
¢ ‘ ia shaft bearings. To take these loads and to keep 

the charger in top operating shape, design en- 
=, gineers specify Timken® tapered roller bearings. 

® j ‘eases a eee 

Line contact gives TIMKEN” bearings ~~ 
extra load-carrying capacity “ha 

In Timken bearings, the load is carried on a line of contact | i i e.. A »y 
between the rollers and races instead of being concentrated 3 ly 

ata single point. Rollers and races are case-carburized to give |... “ &, 
a hard, wear-resistant surface over a tough, shock-resistant ie 
core. And to be sure of getting the highest quality bearing a 
steel, the Timken Company makes its own. 

Want to learn more about 
Weir e 

a_ bearings or job opportunities? 
Lf ry PN = Many of the engineering problems you'll face after 

TIMKEN lp aa graduation will involve bearing applications. For 
| | oe — help in learning more about 

HEADEGMARK ALG: 6 Pat OF _ 1 {|= bearings, write for the 270- page 
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS \ _ \\ ma if] General Information Manual on eee 

\ wo s wd Fnac Timken bearings. And for infor- USS 
~~ - —y mation about the excellent job aan 

SS =! opportunities at the Timken Com- OLEN 
pany, write for a copy of “This Is e: 
Timken”. The Timken Roller 
Bearing Company, Canton6, Ohio. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER G> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
if BEARING TAKES RADIAL b AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION We 
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Commercial Oxygen Summer Survey Camp 
(continued from page 23) (continued from page 16) 

iron scrap are easily and economically cut and reclaimed which takes up the remainder of the camp period. Using 

as heavy melting scrap. Pieces as large as 6 ft. thick can the principles taught in an on-campus course in curves 

be cut with accuracy at a rate of 2 to 3 inches per minute. and location, the objective is to locate approximately one 

The oxygen supplied for welding and cutting has a pur- mile of highway in full accord with the Wisconsin High- 

ity of 99.5 per cent. This same oxygen is used by hospi- way Commission practices. Every detail is carried out just 

tals for oxygen therapy. Patients suffering from oxygen- as if it were an actual project of the commission, includ- 

want are supplied with any required concentration of ing a preliminary paper location made in the office, which | 
oxygen, up to 99.5 per cent, by a nasal catheter, face is later transferred to the ground with minor adjustments : 

mark, or oxygen tent. To provide proper concentrations being made in the field. Each student must submit a re- 

for specific needs, special pressure reducing regulators port containing a complete set of plans, profiles, cross- 

control the flow of oxygen. sections, and cost calculations. The Highway Commission 

Patients suffering from asphyxia, asthma, pulmonary furnishes an engineer who presents the standard operat- 

diseases, heart disease, and anemia are often treated with ing procedures to the CE’s and sees to it that they are 

oxygen concentrations. Oxygen is often prescribed as part carried out correctly. (Incidentally, this year’s engineer 

of standard post-operation treatment also. It has been was known to everyone at camp as “Don Highway.” Won- 

found that patients who breathe extra oxygen for a short der where that last name came from?) 

time following an operation are frequently more comfort- All in all, the camp is quite an experience for every- | 

able. one involved. The recreational facilities available, the in- 

The aviator flying at high altitudes has difficulty get- formal air between students and faculty, and the co- 

ting enough oxygen from the “thin air” of the rarified at- operative setup of the camp create an atmosphere that 
mosphere. In such instances, unless the cockpit or cabin of will long be remembered by the CE’s of Wisconsin. And 

the airplane is pressurized, he requires extra oxygen. Oxy- even more important, the six weeks of surveying pre- 

gen from cylinders is also used in submarines to replace pares the potential engineer for practically any surveying 

the oxygen consumed by the crew. problem he may meet in later life. 
THE END THE END 

A = J ei 

partners in creating K&E 

hs ee Doric 
: 2reN eS Student 

W\\ Ne Lettering Sets 
ee A connects $7.50 

SR Woe km ; oy COMPLETE STOCK 
a <= i | ie = 

we re elican Graphos 
Fy ~~ a Sa a | a ; 

cy ‘ : ss . sesomennncemenne—— : Lettering Pens 

~ and Ink 

@ LEROY* Lettering equipment is standard in drafting rooms UY (a IMPORTED FROM 
everywhere, No special skill is needed for perfect, regular | <r S GERMANY 
lettering and symbol drawing. There are LEROY templates in >) (L.. 
a variety of alphabets and sizes, as well as for‘electtical, 7 i 

tol ie defines needs, ee BROWN’S 
arate Le a 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. CO Book Shop, Inc. 

NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. Daa aa Friendly, Courteous Service 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit * San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal 

| 
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a ud says LOWELL E. ACKMANN 
. £5. University of Mlinois—B.S., E.E.—1944 

Co 7 Ca and now manager, Peoria, Ill., Branch Office 
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“M: EXPERIENCE with machinery in portant, specialized equipment for that or designer, production engineer, or re- 

the Navy during thewarconvinced industry. Electric power, steel, cement, search engineer, Allis-Chalmers, with its 

me I needed a training course. There was _ paper, rock products, and flour milling _ wide variety of equipment and jobs, is an 
so much equipment on board that was a__industries—to name a few, are big users ideal place to get off to a good start— 

complete mystery to me that I became of A-C equipment. without wasting time.” 
ad 3 7 

very “training-coursesminded:, “Before starting on the Allis-Chalmers eee fae eo 
“After investigating many training Graduate Training Course, I thought I F PR Fal 

courses, the one at Allis-Chalmers looked would like selling, preferably technical _ ( ee 

best to me then—and still does. selling but, as is often the case, I didn’t | ( -« 
. + i [_ —e—— 

“In my opinion, the variety of equip- know for sure. This course, together with | _ — | 

ment is what makes Allis-Chalmers such Some personal guidance, helped me make i a. i { 
a good training spot. up my mind. That, too, is an important | ee De =| 

“No matter what industry you may be advantage of the GTC program ll rm a Sere 

interested in, Allis-Chalmers makes im- “But whether you want to be a salesman a i 2 2 _ i ah 

er ee hDhUlmtt Lil 

a Facts You Should Know About the ay es _” DL 

a Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course | ee 

a . || PROCESSING—Allis-Chalmers built sol- 
5) 1. It’s well established, having been mills, crushers, vibrating screens, recti- vent extraction plant processes one hundred 
|) started in 1904, A large percentage of fiers, induction and dielectric heaters, tons of rice bran per day at oil processing 
=| the management group are graduates grain mills, sifters, etc. a plant in Texas. 

one course . 5. He will have individual attention 4 : 
= 2. The course offers a maximum of 24 and guidance in working out his train- ee 
& months training. Length and type of ing program. a ; 

2 training is individually planned. . -— ooo E 
|| 3. The graduate engineer may choose 6. The program has as its objective the a ee _ ; 

=) the kind of work he wants to do: design, right job for the right man. As he gets _— ~_ , Uae 

| engineering, research, production, sales,  ¢*Perence al difirent wanes joca: a Co ~ ie 
= erection, service, etc. tions he can alter his course of training =, | pa gy fe 
Be . to match changing interests. au ie aa fo 
a 4. He may choose the kind of power, -— _ -/-:; i 

5) processing, specialized equipment or 7. Forinformationwatchforthe Allis: == 9 gage Pe (2 set 4 . 

|) industrial apparatus with which he will Chalmers representative visiting your =, 9 gm i fi 

|= work, such as: steam or hydraulic, campus, or call an Allis-Chalmers dis- a: 2 
| turbo-generators, circuit breakers, unit trict office, or write Graduate Training = ye Ly ee 
|= substations, transformers, motors, con- Section, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, L to Te 

Fe trol, pumps, kilns, coolers, rod and ball Wisconsin. ul ML. yo 

. a POWER—Models show comparative size 

a A L L I § = C H A L M E R § = of generators having the same rating with 

Ee a and without super-charged hydrogen cool- 
ie C-5676 qi ing. Allis-Chalmers is first to supply super- 

La charged hydrogen cooling. 
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a - = ta y sea) Do) As se eee ~~ UU | ‘ Ogee a af OP = as rr | | 
, Si Se eae Paes  — Sy oh. > A i oe S- eer 2 fo 

@ Claud M. Kellett, Jr. received his Bachelor of Electrical The problem presented to him in connection with the | 
Engineering degree from Georgia Tech in 1950. turbine was to find the level of residual stresses created 

Claud’s first year at Allison was spent in the company in the turbine by repair welding performed on the hub. 
of other recent engineering graduates in a college gradu- The feasibility of such welds might then be determined. 
ate training program. This program helped him gain Claud applied variable resistance type strain gages to the 
practical experience in the activities of selected depart- turbine vanes at their exits and read their strain levels 
ments throughout the Allison plants. On the completion with the strain indicator. Then he cut the vanes around 
of his training, a call to active duty with the Army delayed each of the strain gages to relieve residual stress and 
Claud’s permanent assignment to an Allison department. re-read the strain levels. From the difference in strain 
However, the twenty-one months he was away did not between the stressed and relieved conditions he was able 
diminish his opportunities in the least. When he returned to calculate the residual stress induced by the welds. 
early this year he was able to resume his career in engin- Yesterday Claud was interested in torsional vibration 
eering with the result that today he is an experimental and the electronic “know-how” required to present it for 
engineer concerned with electronic instrumentation in the oscillographic recording. He knows that tomorrow the 
Research Group of the Transmission Test Department. many tests of transmissions and component parts will 

The torqmatic converter turbine that Claud is working each present unique problems. Pressure transducers, vi- 
with is a vital element in the operation of Allison heavy bration pick-ups electronic flow meters and tachometers 
duty transmissions. Allison is the world’s largest manu- must be installed with a myriad of complicating factors 
facturer of torqmatic drives for heavy duty Ordnance and ever present. Equipment not available must be designed | 
commercial vehicles and equipment. The commercial con- and built, or existing equipment modified. A future at | 
verters and transmissions are used in scrapers, tractors, Allison holds a constant challenge of doing that which 
trucks, cranes, shovels and drilling rigs. has not been done before. 

Allison is looking for young men with degrees in MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING and INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING. There are also a number of openings 
for majors in Metallurgy, Electronics, Mathematics and Physics. Write now for further information: R. G. Green- 
wood, Engineering College Contact, Allison Division, General Motors Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

Mei C70 ; DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION © Indianapolis, Ind. 
Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES for modern aircraft .. . 
heavy duty TRANSMISSIONS for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 
PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for aircraft, Diesel locomotives and special application. 
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| THE DU PONT | a? #: 
2 |e 
7 CU . 

Research workers have available modern’ 
apparatus, such as the infrared spectrome- 
ter being used here by Vaughan C. Cham- < 
bers, Ph.D. Org. Chem., M.I.T.’50. 

For coatings, previous research 
suggested dispersions—minute par- 
ticles suspended in a liquid. After 
much study, a team of technical men 

. omen : learned how to suspend particles of 
provides broad opportunities — : or “Teflon” about 1/125,000 of an inch 

for chemists, physicists rd Ss — in diameter. Then a commercial scale 
: _ : : process was devised. This develop- 

and engineers cooperating _ |. ment made possible thin coatings of 
on many problems. / (a mi “Teflon” and also a process for ex- 

__ ee truding the material. 

: yy , i Z . Meanwhile, another group discov- 
For one thing, much Du Pont re- bo i y . ~~ |) ered how to successfully formulate 

search is fundamental, aimed at ad- “a q ae Sages the new plastic into “Teflon” tetra- 

vancing scientific knowledge regard- a Oh fluoroethylene resin finishes and wire 
less of specific commercial objectives. a 4 » : éhamelé, 
However, such research often sug- ee ee wee 
gests new products... each with its . ™ - The development of ““Teflon’ illus- 

own challenging technical problems Le 4 _ : et ie close ae i mee 
which must be solved before com- Doin 5 a asis of research at Uu Font. bu 

: ig chemical engineering research on a plate * > . 
mercial production can begin. Solv- _in a distillation tower are: C. M. Gamel, Jr., this teamwork doesn’t end with re- 
ing these problems offers another SAL Chas ae ET. oe J. B. Jones, search, Bringing the product to com- 
great field of work for teams of en- +S.Ch.E., Univ. of Mich. ’46. mercial reality requires development 

gineers and scientists. and design work by chemists and both 
. chemical and mechanical engineers. 

“Teflon” tetrafluoroethylene resin Next month’s Digest will feature in- 

is an example of this well integrated During research on refrigerants, formation on the opportunities Du 

teamwork. the polymer was discovered and work Pont offers men interested in this 

was begun to make it useful. The new phase of making “better things for 
plastic had a remarkable combina- better living .. . through chemistry.” 

wee ee ie i tion of properties; temperature re- — . 
: ss : i a a ah sistance beyond the range of any = - - 

aa te previous plastic, excellent electrical ASK FOR “Chemical Engineers at 
: oo eos. My : haracteristi d the hichest d Du Pont.” New illustrated booklet de- 

pi, Re | i : charactenstics, and: che Dighest les scribes initial assignments, training and 
ee <2 , gree of chemical inertness of any paths of promotion. Just send post card 

ad 2 Cees i i to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. 
i ee HP iad = commercial plastic. (ne.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wil- 

| 3 4 N i In fact, “Teflon” was almost too mington, Delaware. Also available: Du 

| P PAN as unusual. Although it melts, it is too Motherical Woeied  Credaste, and 
| gi : viscous to flow like other plastics. It 
| —- ow ya) doesnot dissolve—even in aquaregia. 
L v i i ‘ie There was no method for molding it 

: & ie cel 7, 4b or for making it into thin coatings. 

. i ‘wine The problem of molding was solved SIRE 
Sea niece with the help of techniques used in BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

Howard E. Holmquist, Ph.D. in Organic | powder metallurgy. ‘““Teflon”’ is now sus THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
Chemistry, Univ. of Minn. ’51, is shown at 5 a 

work on a problem in synthetic organic molded by - pressing, followed by Watch “Cavalcade of America,” on Television 
chemistry. sintering or ‘‘fusing” at about 360°C..§ ———__—_____ | 

| 
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° 
Transistors 

(continued from page 31) eT a ee nee ee 
as much as a tube set, and would take up a space of 20 _ ~ 
cubic inches whereas the tube counter would take up 200 _ rr ¢f Xx a 
cubic inches. Another computer element, the electronic we peg ae, cat | 
adder was duplicated using transistors. (See Fig. 1.) Ca- ‘ ti 7] ah i ra s paar a i 
pable of 100,000 additions per second, this adder requires bi. aa | Hh) Blea | i 

| — , ey A Pee lt one-quarter the power and is one-seventh the size and lage i. Wess ere iy oo : : . ‘ i | epee |! one-fifth the weight of a comparable unit using tubes. 8 Fai eee ri Be ‘ 3 oN ae . A completely portable television receiver (see Fig. 2) ae) een: ee | 
5 . + é 3 aiditins. 8 «| fie. 1. 

was demonstarted which used all transistors except for a | € ee ee rae ee 

the picture tube. The unit was about the size of a por- - | ae mee ee Ye aus 
table typewriter case (7” x 13” x 12”,) weighed 27 pounds, ee et) 
and produced a satisfactory picture when operated off its Fy iF 4 | : - 
self-contained loop antenna five miles from the transmitter oe | b Sa) Le 
and fifteen miles with the addition of a small “rabbit-ear” ay al i Ga | a 

' me) | o ss 
antenna. ’ i ‘ ate ei ae - —— ‘ ie ee 7 1) £8 Along with units mentioned above were shown such de- oo | ee. ‘a | | es Y 
vices as a transistor portable phonograph, a wireless es eee? er 
phonograph jack that permits the use of a record player 
with radios that have no phonograph connection, a wire- Side view of portable battery-operated television receiver, which 

. Z é 2 uses developmental and experimental transistors and no tubes 
less microphone, a toy piano, a transistor ukelele, and a except the 5-inch picture tube. The single-channel receiver weighs 
transformerless power amplifier. These, and other electri 27 Pounds and is housed in a cabinet 12 by 13 by 7 inches, about . . 2 the size of a portable typewriter case. When operated from its 
cal equipment are at present being designed, constructed, self-contained loop antenna, the set produced a satisfactory pig: 

. . * ture five miles from the Empire State TV tower. With a smal 
and tested Using. Manptors: qt may HOt be long before it “rabbit-ear” antenna, the range was increased to 15 miles with 

becomes practical to begin production of equipment using similar results. 

transistors so that the public may benefit from this new THE END 

wonder of electrical science. 

7 oe accesses nana ane eRe SS eeee———x—x———TETETEyy== 

el ie 4 oe pe cle pie SE TEs aatteeae hE ae, e es OL) NE snes C | E B k 

See Te eT TN amen ern 

ae _ ME lis as anal Sinha pean ey em”. ESE ge oS SSE UGTA 

a eee: or 
et Na ii a ial II 
EE NB cori cy sence “4 iit 

ER Me tie biti ne aaa ae eae 
“a pg rm i al >. : ilies 

The wonders of the ocean's fl00F ace duplicated in 
two giant tanks at Marine Studios, at Marineland, Fla. More than tS 
30,000 live undersea specimens are presented in their natural setting, \ ( ; 
and into these tanks are pumped more than 7,000,000 gallons of sea : 
water per day. 

a= a Okolite-Okoprene cable was selected as the most reliable means of = 
supplying power to the motors which pump this water. Power is Sz 
taken from a 2300-volt circuit and stepped down to 220-110 volts, . ~ vee 
for motors ranging from 1/, to 30 h.p. 

The corrosive influence of salt water and salt air has virtually no 
effect on the tough Okoprene sheath which protects Okolite-Okoprene 
cable, 

eee e e 0 0 
‘Tough jobs are the true test of electri- e ty | p 
cal cable... and installations on such e hiv rsi 

ON nee jobs usually turn out to be Okonite. 
Be A i ¥ 0 gal 1325 University Avenue DK ONITES: j eto fn insulated wires and cables 
IZ 8785 = 
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| 1S YOUR ANSWER HERE? 
ff you are not in the aircraft in- | 

| __dustry, Synthane's combination of i 
Y ANE makin bi er pa loa ds a off __ properties may still stir your inter- } 

k NTH. — | _est. Besides the properties at the 4 
g 99 Pp y Pp y left, Synthane has good tensile, = 

 _ compressive, flexural, impact | 

. . 3 2 ¥ and shear strength, a low coeff- 
Synthane bushings, spacers, and bearings it is appropriate for fair-leads and cable- | —— cientofexpansion,is moisture- ond 
in the landing gear of this giant of the sheaves in control systems. Because it is [2 feartedstont easy fo machine. | 
skies share the landing shock loads an excellent electrical insulator, you will bg Se os 18 
of twenty-five tons. But Synthane parts find it at work in engine ignition systems, m E aliing compare cet 
have many virtues in addition to their flight instruments, automatic controls, =< morlog sairweys > Sgt 
ability to withstand the jolts of heavy and radar sets. Because Synthane is light | i ~~. Sesmone ] 
landings. and corrosion-resistant, it’s used for the E a a 5 2 

Parts made of this hard-working lam- _ flapper valves in fuel cell baffles. | oY we a 
inated plastic are unaffected by oils, and Synthane has all these properties and | rau J. | 
are dimensionally stable. They resist many more. It might be a good material oO - ised Oe . 
abrasion, and weigh half as much as for you to try. Start by sending for the — . Ms | 
aluminum. complete Synthane Catalog. Synthane 3 : ea lA 

Because Synthane isso easy tomachine, Corporation,42River Road, Oaks, Penna. | Breaker corms in Are a> 
| distributor contoin & g 
| _ molded-laminated : | 

SYNTHANE]| | 4 : , . a Swthane-one of industuje unseen esseitiols 8 
Do : ee 
— TS ee | 

| LAMINATED PLASTICS  mimalew “ll ee ee ee | 
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Two agricultural scientists, ll EO . ment 

from a large state university, Sig ee er ote 
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If you’re going into industry, one of your most difficult are that animals must be fenced and Republic makes 

tasks faces you in the next few months. You'll have steel farm fence; also that irrigation requires pipe and 

to distinguish between progressive companies and Republic makes steel irrigation pipe. But beyond this 

stand-stills. One way is to consider the pioneering immediate commercial aspect, Republic’s experimental 

each is doing. farm has a goal reaching far into the future. 

How much does this company you might join Republic Steel’s policy is based on a deep realization 

plan its future? that no economic or social section of a nation can long 

: : : fe t th e: f others. 
How much does it care about society in general? Progress at the expense Of others. Progress must be 

mutual and industry has a responsibility to do for its 

‘The cattle in the picture, for instance, are at Republic’s customers as well as to sell to them. This, we believe, 

experimental farm. They are part of a study to deter- is an enlightened approach to economics which will 

mine how much extra grass, hence extra meat, can be promote the continuing welfare of all. 

irrigation. The purpose of the experiment . 

produced by intigation. ‘The Purp és Pi We hope such research programs, of which our farm 

is to prove the benefit of converting worn-out crop : anol : al 
land to-pfohtable grazing area. experiments are only one example, will catalog 

a f ° Republic in your mind as a progressive, forward- 

The economic reasons for Republic’s experiment thinking company. 

REPUBLIC STEEL ea 
REPUBLIC 

GENERAL OFFICES * CLEVELAND 1, OHIO a 

| [ WORLD'S WIDEST RANGE OF STEELS AND STE EL PRODUCTS. Cee: a] 
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Future of Automatic Controls brings new opportunities f 
a . . . 

“ff. be engineers and scientists at Honeywell 
1am * I ff Ww 

a 
Ww As science advances, and as our coun- Here at Honeywell one out of ten 

q Yh try continues to develop its industrial employees is engaged in research and 
ake ia might, the business of automatic con- engineering activities. 

\e-« trol gets bigger and increasingly im- Shown below is part of our Aero- 
SNH portant. nautical Division’s analog computing Yo . : ; : iv For the prime force behind the 20th equipment, which helps our research 

U1 century revolution has been and will engineers to develop and simulate 
continue to be automatic control. flight tests on automatic controls for 

IN 4 So at Honeywell, leader in this field aircraft. It’s typical of work being done 
. = “6 for over 60 years, it of course means a by all of the company’s eight divisions 
% 7¥R) bigger, more exciting, more challeng- in plants across the country. 

ing job ahead —all of which adds up to So if you’re an engineer or scientist 
. greater opportunities for engineers and and like to use your imagination freely 

: scientists. in such fields as electronics, hydraulics, 
\ And that’s why we’re always looking mechanics, chemistry, physics, and a 

4, for men with ideas and ambition to wide variety of others, be sure to send 
grow with us. in the coupon below. 

a rUCUa i CN. trt~—~— C—O NM eo 

oT .)6hUlU ee COU! ae e.lhlUlUmUmwti“‘ Hl 344. @ , Mada. rc rrr — $§j foo. = 2. a, **% a) _ ~~ 

7, 2. ater , t 2s.” 4 | SS  « 

Ss I ti—(i‘“‘<“‘“ . hLhLhUrrté—“i—é—s~s—s—s—sSZN f 

i, fF ¢£¢. mUmrCUCOQOQQ rj. —hUe i, CU oo ll LAN), : 
- 8 Te ”—™—~—‘“a‘—OO_—_ iO lk ’ P 

. Ls : o 

; 4 : / Po 

America lives better —works better —with Honeywell controls. siteeceseenceeenesssenenseeeeeeeeesecessseeeeeessesseseeee 

: Minneapouts-HoNnEYWELL REGULATOR Co. : 

3 Personnel Dept., Minneapolis 8, Minnesota $ 
: . : 
2 Gentlemen: Please send me your booklet,"Emphasis on 

MINNEAPOLIS s Research” which tells more about engineering opportu- 3 

Hone y well hae : : : 
IN RIR a es es S 

: : 
- imo ° Cortiols. : Pa eS : 

3 City Zone_____ State 8 
Decccccccecccscreeeccececeseveeeccscoceccsccececccctceccces 
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MeCormich’s 

@ 

ngine- Ears 

By Larry McCormick, met’55 

If you, kind sir, are looking for information about your sales engineer for the Perfect Circle piston ring people. 

favorite campus charity, you have turned to the right page. Mr. Jackson slipped the audience some colored slides and 

ie. L I i i ki th 
This being the first issue of the year, and the article 2 movie. Heval ee told of ‘his ERDERISEE wens INE, Of te 

. : 3 ; . Maserati that Wilbur Shaw drove to victory in 1939 and 
which you are reading, the first of my series, there is . . . 

. : : ‘ 1940. Here are the new officers in the society: Paul Pad- 
nothing of value herein. (The first paragraph was just . ‘ f 

ar . rutt, president; Candon Nelson, vice-president; John 
a come-on.) The individuals who could enlighten me on . . : 

Le 1 3s Zahn, recording secretary; Bill Taylor, corresponding sec- 
the activities of the campus engine societies were nowhere : 

. . ._ retary; and Chuck Gunderson, treasurer. 
to be found. This penpusher was forced to dig up his 
Fearless Fosdick badge and go out hunting stool-pigeons. There is a rumor that the resourceful pilot who camped 

. . . . over the Penn State-Wisconsin game is a ChE. The writer 
These informers paid off with a little knowledge: The . . . . 

. ~ i : has been sneaking into games or trying since he was 5 
boys in ASCE had an intellectual get-together in the Id. “It ain’t like the old d a 

plush lounge of the Hydraulics Lab. This event took place years old. lt ain't like the 0 ays: 

on the evening of Sept. 30, 1953. (I think it was 1953!) Come-on-a-my-house 

“Informative” talks were given by the CE staff, followed Clarence Reider, a Triangle man, sent down this adver- . 

by a movie for those who could not understand the “In-  tisement: | 

formative” talks. Tea was served and the meeting was . a . 2 . . 
. . i Triangle, a fraternity of architects and engineers, was 

brought to a grand conclusion. Everyone jumped to their ; : . 
e begun in 1907 to help men planning to enter the engi- 

feet and thundered out a chorus of “Mary had a 4% ‘ 5 i 
> neering and. architectoral fields to get a greater reward 

grade. f = 
rom their years at school. 

firs e school E’ i 5 il eens ; 
. The first week of sc 2 Saw * group of CE’s standing Since its installation in 1913, the Wisconsin Chapter has 
in front of the ME building, seriously contemplating a b *, P ‘ 

: . een trying to do just that. Along these lines numerous 
group of holes. These holes were being hand excavated in : lo. . : . ; 

: . ; extracurricular activities are included in this semester’s 
an effort to find a lost gas or water main. The CE’s were rogram 

apparently thinking about what they could do if they Pree : / 

flunked out of school. Nice prospect, hmm! On the athletic side we have volleyball, basketball, 

bowling, and tennis t dy for their contests in inter- 
Jerry Bard whisperen to me the other day that AIChE 6 e ee en te hen edn “ Sip inter 

oe et > . raternity play. With regard to the social side of our 
held their first “kickoff” meeting October 7. He also : : 

. ae . school life, we just had a successful party after the Penn 
hinted at the possibility that a few outstanding men may e 4 6 , 

° ° . . State game. Its theme was “Fashion Clash,” and the first 
be admitted to this select group if they have the price of a . . 

_ . : : prize was awarded to Dale Sievert and Howard Chagneau 
membership in their acid-burned blue jeans. These are . é : : 

. for the craziest outfit. Then again, looking at the more 
the gentlemen who will govern the fate of AIChE: Ron : 3 ; ‘ 

: : . serious aspect of college life, the fraternity now has six 
Hasse, president; Art Stroud, vice-president and treasurer; . . . 

men on the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer, numerous 
Jerry Bard, secretary. ‘ : a . 

56138 more in the engineering societies, and a man on the Air 

me Force Color Guard 
“What about SAE?” .. . Quiet sir, Pll come to that in . 

a minute. “I wanna hear about SAE.” ... go ’way, ya both- “Oscar,” the iron man, of Triangle, now has some com- 

er me! “WHAT’S SAE DOING?” .. . Okay, okay. They petition as the guardian of 438 N. Frances. Since he al- 

had a real shindig on September 29, in the Topflight lowed our treasured “Blarney Stone” to be stolen, we 

room at the Union. “Wha’ hoppen?” Well, they had a thought a double guard would be in order. Toward this 

speaker (goes by the name of Mr. Jackson), who really end we acquired a three month old Cocker Spaniel puppy 

gave ’em the word on Indianapolis cars, their design, and named “Zip,” which actually is quite a misnomer. We’re 

the way they’re put together. It seems Mr. Jackson is a expecting great things from our mascot. 
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9 4 ° You'll find classmates—and a future—at Boeing! 

Men from more than 120 top engineer- _It provides the finest research facilities Plan now to build your career as a mem- 
ing schools are building rewarding _ in the industry. It offers you work on ne Eee cae ic 
careers at Boeing. So chances are, such exciting projects as guided mis- present and future openings for experi- 

you'd be working with some of your  siles and the fastest known bomber enced and junior engineers in aircraft 
classmates here. And in addition you'd __ in the world: the B-47 six-jet medium © DESIGN © RESEARCH 

be a member of an Engineering bomber, as well as the still-classified © DEVELOPMENT © PRODUCTION 

Division renowned for its trail-blazing _ B-52 eight-jet heavy bomber. * TOOLING 

contsbutions to both military and You can work in Seattle, in the a for fate tneebaiit bp aie 
civil aviation. ope : ae lesigners and analysts, and for physicists 

Pacific Northwest, or In Wichita, and mathematicians with advanced degrees. 

If that’s the kind of engineering Kansas. Boeing provides a generous 
s qe 4 5 s ‘ For further information, 

prestige you'd like to enjoy, look into moving and travel allowance, gives consult your Placement Office, or write: 

ing opportunities. "This company ou special training, and pays a ‘i 
Boeing opp um . pany you sp & pays a good JOHN C. SANDERS; Staff Engineer — Personnel 
has been growing steadily for 37 years. salary that grows with you. Boeing Airplane Company; Seattle 14; Washington 
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_. | W.S.P.E. Membership 
You Do the Writing —- « ooitnset irom pee 

continued from page 38) 

1 : ° 

We il Bo the Typing Members & New 

Affiliates Mem- 

i - Chapter 7/1/53 Quota bers ‘% Quota 

Prompt, Accurate Service on FRY We 4l 0 Nek 
a - M 342 1414 AY 

All Thesis and Term Papers Nw nn eZ 

SE 64 «41 0 
sw ns 1.9% 

C ll T e C Ww 55 10 0 Oo % ollege Typing Company | ks kt 
THE OLDEST TYPING COMPANY ON THE CAMPUS Out of State. 45 32 ° Oo % 

527 State Street Phone 5-7497 914 350.14 4.0¢% 

S Qe y New Members Added Since July 1, 1953 Sponsored by 
For the Very Finest Fall and fox: River Valley 

Winter Wearing Apparel William H. MacDonald L. H. Kingston 

\ Walter F. Nelson L. H. Kingston 

See , . 
George F. Hrubesky L. H. Kingston 

Timothy P. King L. H. Kingston 

Perlman’s Rudolph J. Heins L. H. Kingston 

FREEMAN Sh mines Oe€S 
Me Kenneth H. Burner John Gammell 

@ We Rent Formal Wear @ Sebastian J. Killa Harry Gute 

Opposite Wisconsin General Hospital Morhett'V., Sim John Blakey 

Ralph H. Earle Pierce G. Ellis 

er Daniel J. Reed Orrin E. Andrus 

- George Koresh Pierce G. Ellis 
a f: " FLOWERS 
y Asta NF Northwest 

nd sec | For All a pec A she y “ Jobn La Verne Curnow W. F. Baumgartner 

Seni) <P Occasions 
Ee Pe pos 7 Arthur L. Kotz W. F. Baumgartner 

eek} 
ty MUMS FOR Southwest 
OY THE GAME A C. G. Extrom 

» 

ROSES CORSAGES WSPE Membership Engineer of the Month 
hI 

GARDENIAS ORCHIDS LYLE KINGSTON, Green Bay, engineer on the staff 

of Wisconsin Public Service Corporation, accounted for 

Wagner's Floral Shop 5 new members and puts Fox River Valley Chapter first 

. . in the race toward the membership goal. 
We Deliver Anywhere in the World Hav’s. off to Lyle Kingston! 

7-1983 Across from the Hospital 5-6229 
a | (please turn to page 54) 
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THE BEST YEARS of his life are not all past for Tom his son, Rudy, now one of our employees at Casper. 
Toman (left) of Casper, Wyoming. Tom retired over Every month Tom receives retirement income pro- 

five years ago after 26 years with Standard Oil. He’s vided through his and the company’s contributions to 
here shown fishing on the North Platte River, with Standard Oil’s retirement plan while he was working. 

Ba LIVING can begin with your job. The fact the broadest employee benefit programsin any industry. 

that 19,900 employees of Standard Oil and its These benefits help guard against financial stress in 
subsidiary companies have been with us for more than case of accident—on or off the job—or sickness, and 
10 years is evidence of that. bring such things as hospitalization, regular savings, 

What do all these people find in their jobs that and stock ownership more easily within reach, 

keeps them happy? Every job here is important in some way to every 
Steady work at good pay comes first to mind. But in other job, too—so that all our 51,000 employees, pull- 

addition to being assured of better-than-average earn- ing together, help make Standard Oil an even better 
ings with a growing and progressive company, Standard place to work. 
Oilers can work with the company toward security for Finally, when you know that your efforts are impor- 
themselves and their families. Employee benefits have tant to your community and to your country, you can 
been steadily improved since the company’s first retire- feel you not only make a good living, but you’re living 
ment checks were mailed to Standard Oilers in 1903. well, . 
Our present retirement plan, in which more than 90% Standard Oil Company 
of our eligible employees participate, is part of one of 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

as. h;lti(‘(i‘é SWC |  ~ 
la = eo —— .. .,. ff, - fo cs eS ed 

a3 art i a y ip |.) |. ae SO NCU =F | 
ls 4 an: i i fe ns — 7 Ff , ® en” 
a er dh6UlC A OY Kg , =... oe 
a’ ae © < |. 7 ea | = cs 
ae 2 Sa ss ~~ t wl e —_ 

| Pe le es / eK S | | ee ca i 

— oe oe = S. | eG — 

Lo, ee MB 
DADDY'S PROUD—and relieved. Melvin IT'S NO FUN TO BE SICK—but Lydia SAVINGS PAY OFF double at Standard Oil. 
Long of our Champaign, Illinois, bulk plant | Wagener and her visitor, Sophie Szkarlat, Catherine Lynch and Elizabeth Faller help 

paid a large part of the expenses of daughter _ both of our Detroit office, know she is pro- issue bonus stock certificates. Under our 
Patricia Ann’s arrival through Standard tected under Standard’s Sickness and Dis- Savings and Stock Bonus Plan, 29,410 em- 
Oil’s contributory Group Hospital Expense ability Benefits Plan, and its Occupational ployees have bought U. S. Savings Bonds 

and Surgical Operation Insurance Plan, Illness and Injury Plan. Employees receive and received, in turn, shares of company 

which covers employees and their imme- substantial payments in emergencies caused stock at no cost to become stockholder- 

diate families. by sickness or injury either on or off the job. | owners of Standard Oil. 
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Checking Accounts . . . Savings Accounts . . . all types 

of Trust Services and Safe Deposit rentals are included 

in our complete Trust and Banking Facilities, which we 

offer you with 99 years of experience . . . and as an add- 

ed convenience we are located in the heart of the Univer- 

sity district. 

WrMNE ECON Mic Sie Bank. 
905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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. . ___ Bees not include production in government owned plants built | This :is an aluminum _ id operated by Aleoo during Waerld War 20 
window, one of four million z 

‘ : ° that will go into What can this mean 
buildings in 1953. Twenty 

ae as a career for you? years ago, it was just an idea in the 

mind of an Alcoa development engineer. Ten This is a production chart . . . shows the millions of 
years ago, only a few thousand were made pounds of aluminum produced by Alcoa each year be- 

annually. Now, production is increasing tween 1935 and 1952. Good men did good work to 
atthe rate’of over half a million a year, create this record. You can work with these same men, 

oo. learn from them and qualify yourself for continually 
This is just one of a torrent of new uses for developing opportunities. And that production curve— 

aluminum which means that Alcoa must is still rising, we’re still expanding, and opportunities 

continue to expand. Consider the opportunities for young men joining us now are almost limitless. 
ior-you Hyou choose togrow witlivus, Ever-expanding Alcoa needs engineers, metallurgists, 

and technically minded “laymen” for production, re- 

search and sales positions. If you graduate soon, if you 

want to be with a dynamic company that’s “going 

places”, get in touch with us. Benefits are many, stability 

is a matter of proud record, opportunities are unlimited. 

For more facts, consult your Placement Director. 

ALUMINUM ComPANy oF America, Pittsburgh, Penna. 

ALCOA\ 

Alcoa © 
———____@___y/> —— 

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
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W.S.P.E. Chapters 
tcndance at the 26th annual meet- H. A. Peterson, chairman of the 

(continued from page 50) ing of the Federation of Sewage and electrical engineering department at 

Geers Industrial Waste Associations to be the University of Wisconsin will 
i 7 held in Miami, Florida, October 13- also give a talk on his recent trip 
i FOX RIVER VALLEY : 16. to India. 
i CHAPTER : 

: R. E. LEE i a 
i REPORTER i : NS “g Zyisaiiiniononinnnemnnnnninninn) 

Eee ies VOM OONENTNEUNENES i NORTHWEST CHAPTER i : : 
~ : 2 z SOUTHWEST CHAPTER 3 

On October |, a meeting was held : R. N. MORRIS : : i 
at “The Valley Inn” in downtown 2 7 : C. H. GAUSEWITZ i 

2 REPORTER & z = 
Neenah. The speaker, a representa- F i i REPORTER i 
tive of the Cummins Engine Com- ( seainmnmnenaninanmnmnninenmenameni. FA i : ‘ = i] esseseeeeerserceecstsneeerernisiasssestenieiieiiiuiminuennsnnegs, 
pany, presented a film and ta‘k on Win. Steuber; WSPE imember ce: 

& development of the Cummins siding at 2210 Lakeland Avenue, 

igh get, ieee for the Indiana- Madison, was one of the 9 regional 

polis 500 mile race. award winners in the recent Gen- 
The chapter officers are: eral Motors essay contest entitled ey 
President: Gordon R. Mercer, Al- “How to Plan and Pay for Safe, : A 

goma Adequate Highways.” Bill’s entry i WESTERN CHAPTER i 

Vice-President: Wayne G. Bryan, of 3500 words briefly stated that our : D. W. GRUNDITZ i 

Neenah highways are generally in good con- i i 

Secretary-Treasurer: Robert W. dition but are being used beyond ca- : REPORTER i 

Frazier; Oshkosh. pacity. He said that 25-30 years ago [Tinaencsscatcacerescetusceneseerisseneasoneasitiisscenasusnein de 
the same necessity for highways ex- 

isted when paved highways were 

Tafessensosssennescessrssassssssortesesocrusnaneestsaecsuomeaneasessnegs] needed to replace all-weather roads. 
i i At that time the federal government Tefecsssevevesessassciesesesessnioceseecessnaoceeessesnseennee Bal 
: MILWAUKEE CHAPTER : stepped in to help solve the prob- Z WISCONSIN VALLEY : 

: CLYDE R. ETHIER z lem, and we should again look to i CHAPTER : 

: . : the federal t for an an- : : : i é ederal government for an an i J. M. ABERNATHY : 

2 REPORTER ze swer. 3 z 

A ciinmnicaimamnnamnnsnnimaaantienas : REPORTER i 
- Bill’s entry was one of 44,000. Ta a mnininininnsnnninnmn 3 

Correction: There was an error addition to the 9 regional award ~ 

in the list of chairmen for the Mil- winners, there was a Ist, 2nd and The Wisconsin Valley Chapter 

waukee Chapter as published in the 3rd place winner and three honor- held their first fall meeting Satur- 

September Newsletter. The chaiv- able mentions. The length of the day, September 12, at 3:30 at the 

man of the Education and Registra- submissions varied from a sentence Charles Hotel in Marshfield. Nine 

tion Promotion Committee is not on the back of a post card to 70,000 members and their wives were in at- 

Mr. O. E. Andrus, but is Mr. John words: tendance at this meeting. 

C. Andreas, 4425 South 84th Street. . 44 
Bill is also the author of a best The city attorney of Marshfield 

seller entitled, “US - Incorporated” gave a very interesting talk on city 

cums! which ie an adventure eecty about ZoninBand plating laws after a very 
i : the kind of boys that would prob- enjoyable dinner at the hotel. The 

z SOUTHEAST CHAPTER : : next chapter meeting is to be held E : ably grow up to be engineers. : : & 
: H. J. CARLIN : in Tomahawk in the latter part of 
i i Bill is assistant state highway en- October. 

i REPORTER 5 gineer at the Madison office of the . 

: : State Highway Commission. Mr. A. L. Genisot and Mr. P. L. 
Exdrsesssverssusserercvssseresussesersassserrssscerrisiassseeniin Ty Schroeder of the Wisconsin Valley 

Past SE chapter president Thom- The next meeting of the SW Chapter attended the Seventh Sum- 

as T. Hay, superintendent of the Chapter will be held October 27 at mer Conference meeting at Elkhart 

Racine sewage treatment plant, re- the Nakoma Country Club. Kurt F. Lake September 18th and 19th, and 

ported that he and Frank Vilen, Wendt, dean of the University of a report on said meeting is to be 

superintendent of the Kenosha sew- Wisconsin College of Engineering presented at the October chapter 

age treatment plant will be in at- will be the main speaker. Professor meeting. 
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hr i developed process,“32”,-ALUNDUM abrasive 

. Taio, atc cca) _ grains form in an electric furnace in a fluid 
Re emmccsssccrce: ssc 4 mass. Each grain “grows” into a single 

a : fil. crystal. As the matrix dissolves, the crystals 
 —. | ree are released — each one complete in itself, 

em, siaisi eatvosinlimalindiel’ i strong, hard and with many sharp points. 
COO OE _ | No crushing is necessary. 

i. . oS _ Cae, 

rr — ie ; 
: cl ge * _ > i 7 oer, 

-— | eee. as [Se SF P een 

a | - a = _ Cr Lee oS Cel 
—r—~—~—~™— Bs : : eA »~ « Cee 

= ——re—— ee ee : he Ss 

rt. UCU tr 2a ae 

hc co eS i 
lL —“‘“‘C;S . SF Oo—=Eee.. _ TOOL GRINDING with a Norton ALUNDUM 

|  =—r—_—mi/s =F —llLULUO™O wheel is rapid . . . gives operators the 

-— —ClUcrrrtrt™s—e—e_OD ee “Touch of Gold” by better and more eco- ~:~, a Ce —_ nomical tool sharpening. 

ss | 22... 26 

a internal, cylindrical, centerless grinding. 
This is one of the ways we at Norton 

carry out the tradition of ‘Making better 
products to make other products better.” 
Another is in the field of Special Re- 

° ° oe fractories where Norton catalyst sup- 
ramatic step Wn L1VINE ports, seamless porous mediums, kiln 

furniture and furnace linings are helpin . . f r g ping 
4 d: t th industrial progress. 

£&r. nN ing 0 eva Ors é A career at Norton where engineers 
and technicians work in 19 specialized 
areas, would be interesting and produc- 

ee tive. But wherever you work, bear in 
mind that Norton is the world’s largest 
source of abrasives and abrasive products. 
For information write Norton Company, 
Worcester 6, Mass. 

aking better products 
66 99 he ° ° 

32” ALUNDUM+*, a Norton development in abrasives _ ty make other products better 
Abrasive * Grinding Wheels © Pulpstones * Oilstones 

. Abrasive Poper and Cloth * — Grinding and Lapping 
Today grinding is not just a “cost” Among the most revolutionary forward — Machines» Non-Sip Hesteg: < Refractories ® Boron 

item. Every time a Norton grinding _ stepsin grinding history was the develop- ene OS 
wheel comes in contact with a product — ment by Norton of 32” ALUNDUM NORTON COMPANY 
being made, the operator has the “Touch abrasive. It set new standards for faster, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS 

of Gold”... adds to product value and more productive work on many types of — Behr-Monning, Troy, N. Y. 1s A Division of Norton Company 

usefulness...increases the profit margin, grinding such as tool grinding, surface, — *Trade-Mork Reg. U. S. Pat. Off, and Foreign Countries 
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We’re looking for young engineers—engineers with —— ; > / 
. s ‘ ‘ : eo on ; Ss 

new ideas—engineers who can visualize the practi- eo es L | B 

cality of today’s research and evolve from it the bl : : rl iq 
: oy i, vy gg 

aircraft of tomorrow. + ms PY a | 4 i 

It is this type of thinking that has enabled the og * < a. Ba | 
. ‘ e On 2 as 

McDonnell engineering team to design and develop cee ofl eS 
4 fea wh hee 

such hallmarks of aviation as the ‘‘Phantom”’, first . JACK R. SNYDER ~ 

twin-jet carrier based fighter plane, and the now Design Engineer—Helicopter Engineering Division 

famous ‘‘Banshee”’ series of Navy jet fighters. 8. B. A. E. Purpug University 46 

Today, McDonnell engineers are engaged in a As a Group Leader in our Helicopter 

variety of projects concerning airplanes, helicopters Design Department, Jack has made: sig- 
ty § Pp Je : S arp. P a nificant contributions toward M. A. C, 

and guided missiles. We are always interested in helicopter development projects. Most 

new talent—young men with a new approach. noteworthy has been his work concerning 
the adoption of hydraulic power controls 

If you’re looking for our type of engineering to helicopters and convertiplanes. 

—we’re looking for you. Check your Place- Jack joined the McDonnell engineering 

ment Office for dates when the McDonnell team soon after his graduation from Pur- 

representative will visit your school— or due in 1946. He is shown above inspecting 
write to: one of the control panels in our recently 

completed Helicopter Laboratory. We 
TECHNICAL PLACEMENT SUPERVISOR need more young engineers like Jack 

Box 516, Sr. Louis 3, Missourt Snyder—engineers with a new approach. 

BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH A COMPANY .... YOUNG IN YEARS, YOUNG IN SPIRIT AND IDEAS 

eae, Of- AIRPLANES ANDY HELICOPTERS * ST.LOUIS 3,MQ 
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You Learn from Men whe Kuoul 
@ When you join ranks with Square D, mechanical, industrial and general engi- 

you can be sure you'll get complete, indi- neering talent. We're proud of the calibre 
vidualized training from seasoned men of men we employ, train and advance. 
who know electrical distribution and con- They're the kind of men you'd like to work 
trol like a book. Equally important, they with. Why not let us tell you more about it? 
know how to pass along that knowledge in 
a practical, down-to-earth way you'll like. £00 Ee Ee ee eee 2 = 

@ Year after year, Square D looks to the © Square D Company, Dept. SA a 
nine schools shown above for electrical, i | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan a 

on I'd like a copy of . 
Square D's “Get-Acquainted” brochure. J 

MAIL THE COUPON — . N a 
8 faye 

We'd like to send you . Schoo! a U 
. ices eee Oipste so a 16-page “get-acquainted” brochure. a noo ° x 

It tells a lot about Square D, . ‘Address i 

its products, services, on City —_____7one___State—___ 

markets and opportunities. [gy way a sen Rh SUR TN eh tml 

ne SQUARE [) COMPANY 
wp. Ui a a 

| cae 
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Wisconsin Engineer Wins Award 

The American Welding Society has selected a paper 

published in the Wisconsin Engineer for second prize in 

the annual A. F. Davis Undergraduate Welding Award. 

Wayne Jacobs and Charles Marschall collaborated to win 

the second prize of $150 with a paper appearing in the 

November, 1952 Wisconsin Engineer entitled, “A Com- 

parison of the Quality of Weldments Prepared by Differ- 

ent Welding Processes.” Roger C. Waugh and Otto P. 

Eberlein won the $200 first prize with their paper en- 

titled, “Penetration Factors in Metallic Arc Welding” 

published in the May, 1953 issue of the Cornell Engineer. 
The awards were presented at the Society’s annual meet- 

ing at Cleveland, Ohio, on October 19, 1953. 

The purpose of the awards as stated in the contest rules 

is “To encourage and stimulate interest in welding through 
the preparation of articles on the subject of welding by 

undergraduate students, and dissemination of such infor- 

mation through undergraduate publications.” 

YOU TOO MAY WIN 

Any undergraduate of any college or university, in the 
United States, its possessions, or Canada, is eligible. The 

paper must be published in an undergraduate publication 

in the interval between April 1, 1953 and April 1, 1954. 

Subject matter of the paper may be on any phase of any 

type of welding or its application to design and construc- 

tion. The judging group is selected by the Education 

Committee of the American Welding Society. The judg- 
. ing is based on the originality of subject, originality and : 

clarity of presentation, and the thoroughness with which : 
the subject is presented. 

The James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation has | 
established a welding library in the Ingineering Library | 
in the ME building. If you are ins rested, contact the | 
Wisconsin Engineer for more details, 
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AIR MUSCLE... every branch of engineering work together for the 

Properly compressed and coupled to this drilling good of all And the power behind their PEORTESS 
tool, air packs a rock-busting wallop. How differ- is America’s all-seeing, all-hearing and reporting 
ent from the days when men slung sledges, and Inter-Communications System. 
even cracking pavement was a slow, tortuous task THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 

Bom th 1 jobs in industry. see : 
as were many Other manual JOOS mM MCAsery Complete communication is the function, the 

MIND OVER MUSCLE... unique es of capes ee 

When men of science learned how to put a cyclone DISS ¢ & 3 GUBTSRE STOUD OF SPeClany, Sclked. MaBa- 
P 3 : zines devoted to the specialized work areas of men 
in a cylinder, pneumatic tools and compressed air h tt better, design bett f 
became salient servants in saving men’s muscles who want to manage better, design better, manulac- 

. do 4s ture better, research better, sell better, buy better. 
and industry’s time. 

In its more than two hundred applications com- COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... 

pressed air cleans, sprays, operates machines for Many of the textbooks in which you are now study- 
hoisting, hauling, hammering, drilling, cutting, ing the fundamentals of your specialty bear the 
grinding, blowing, pumping. Applied in free or en- McGraw-Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the 
closed action this versatile, conveniently-convey- world’s largest publisher of scientific and tech- 

able power agent may be found at work in mines nical works: 

and mills, on, highway: iS and skyways, On and under After you leave school, you will want to keep 
the water, in production and processing. abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 

Then one of McGraw-Hill’s many business maga- 
AMERICA WORKS LIKE THAT... zines will provide current information that will 
Uniquely so. For here, every art, every science, help you in your job. 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. a 
aces 

ATL Ie aan) 
App 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. CO AES 

SO 
SF 

HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNIGAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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| Midget with the giant brai 
| | AT HuGues REsearcn and 3. Achievement of minimum 
| | Development Laboratories this size by the use of subminiature 

! | problem was examined exhaus- techniques, including germanium 
The | To design,and | . di luded th diod oe b d 

1 build a computer ! tively, and it was concluded that iodes, subminiature tubes, an 
1 at oe 

Problem | for atrborne a digital computer offered the best etched circuits. 

t q@uiomatieconircl | means for satisfying the require- 4 1 .. 
| systems —with | ments because of its ability to mete atte — 

| severe restrictions | solve complex problems accu- struction: plug-in ‘units: of filp- 
imposed on size, rately and quickly. flop circuits and diode networks. 

1 weight and opera- | . 3 a 
| tion under extreme | Because the requirements of Need for subminiaturization, 

i environmental ' this application could not be met then, was a governing factor. 
| conditions; in | by existing digital computers, Consequently, entire new tech- 
| short,acomputer | owing to their large size, the niques for making things not only 
| that would be | following developments were vastly smaller, but at the same 

| small, simple, : undertaken: time easier to build and service, 

; reliable, | were developed by Hughes. This 
! rugged—and ay | 1. Simplification of the logical jg a continuing process and there 

' tbat | structure ofthecomputerthrough jg indication of even more signif- | 
| andimainiain, | the use of a mathematical theory cant advancement in miniaturi- | 
| | of computer design based on zation for the future. 
} | Boolean algebra—but with reten- 

tion of the operational versatility A major effort at Hughes is also 

fm of a general-purpose computer. devoted to adapting electronic 

, = digital computer techniques to 
F.C 2. Development of ingenious business data processing and re- 

® at) circuitry to utilize the new logi- ated applications—destined for 
y 4 os yy cal designs. far-reaching peacetime uses. | 

, A PB 

i] 
a PU . 

{ LL * to. One of the subminiature switching circuits from 
o e. YN the Hughes airborne electronic digital computer 
Ee  -— wh £8 is examined by Dr. Eugene M. Grabbe (right), 
re CK > an Associate Head, Computer Systems Department, 
. we A aS Advanced Electronics Laboratory, and Phil A. 
~ © = RE. <> Adamson of the Technical Staff, Radar Laboratory. 

.ThlhmcGlrlrmrmrlCUDD me AS 
\iee 2 Oe '\iG cl a ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS 

— VE ce ee = Ss errr ears 

Le || > = | awe Activities at Hughes in 

Eo 1 : | a the computer field are 

Fo ne = ; et ie a \ = creating some new 
TF  patdditdddd idddadd) PTI ‘ai aes ters) positions in the 

ae GEG 3 4 Vii, yy 47, fe vs Vs i A 14 fe 5 4 dd it : t a A a ‘ Laboratories. Experience 

L i oe : ’ : oe Sin) epea si 1 i ees oa a8 in the design and 
U ~~ : ea & application of electronic 

a ea a é & - desirable; but not 

= a Soe essential. Engineers and 

{ | Physicists with back- 

{ | grounds of component 

I 1 development or system 

' | | ughes ' ene engineering are invited 

| wei to apply. 
ADDRESS: Scientific and Engineering Staff | RESEARCH ! Los Angeles 

[| AND DEVELOPMENT =! Connty 
Bi 

I LABORATORIE: | Be 8 | $ | California 
I 1 
I 1 

tl ! 
° i 1 * 
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_ about Alnico Permanent Magnets Ys 
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You will find Crucible Alnico Permanent Magnets in The Children’s Rehabilitation Institute has pioneered 
products ranging all the way from cuff links to mag- techniques to help these handicapped children gain 
natrons. Here are just a few unusual applications in maximum muscular control and coordination. Expe- 

which these magnets were used to simplify or improve rience at the Institute has shown that the use of mag- 

a product. netized toys helps develop coordination in hand and 

This is Warren, age 4, a cerebral palsied youngster, using magnetic arm use;/and:in grasping and releasing. 
toys in therapy-play. 

Cuff Links One manufacturer of cuff links had 

y | co . a happy idea. He replaced the stem with 

- on cy =) a magnet assembly designed by Crucible 
i= / magnet engineers. The tiny, powerful 

oo en aspirin-sized magnets used, gave the fin- 

rs a @ @ ished product a holding force at the pole 
i . 

>» =. rf @ plate as high as 80 ounces troy. 

EN YP lO @ 
oN yi ee y eo 
7s ro 

. aS, OO-_ UMN Enlarged cross section view of one cuff link. ey 1 ve \ 

aaa oe Ne Telescriber-Recorder tm one application, 
LL = oy i“ oC for this instrument that transmits 
ia ite nes _  . 2 om ip i . . 
ee I oe ok} 2 e | Ti) aS Be written messages over wire, two 

: sec s Se (pe ei] ae he =| a permanent magnets were being 
E a es ORs = = x! [= pa Pa used to match the electromagnetic 

ge = . a 3 fields. Assembly time and unit 

re oe costs were high. Crucible magnet 
ae c : as ‘ s = pe f Le ad ne oS s Top bar Crucible specialists designed one perma- 

oo ~ Soe ra Alnico; lower bar Kine . . 1 ie 
ba fa q : < Ly ba (replacing former nent nico magnet to replace the 

a | | 2nd magnet) pro- two. Magnet costs were cut 50% 
me oe i vides return path. : : 

...and efficiency of the unit was 

increased. 

Magnetic Toys Cerebral palsied youngsters at the 

Children’s Rehabilitation Institute, Cockeysville, Mary- 

land, are unable to play with normal toys. Their lack of Engineering Service Available 

muscular coordination and control, causes ordinary blocks 7 ‘i 
Perhaps your magnet problems are entirely different or toys to slip through thei d fall to the fl ld 

bs BP larou® ee ereee one e. 1 OOF: from these. Whatever they may be, our staff of mag- 

Crucible helped overcome this problem by imbedding net and electronic engineers will be glad to tackle 

small permanent magnets in the toys. By using these them, and to work with you in meeting your magnet 

magnet-equipped toys on metal topped tables, the children requirements. Don’t hesitate to call us when you have 

are able to control them much more easily. an application for permanent magnets. 

CRUCIBLE, first name in special purpose steels 

CRUCIBLE STEEL COMPANY OF AMERICA, GENERAL SALES OFFICES, OLIVER BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA. 
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. . Spaulding Works, Harrison, N. J. . Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. . Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio e¢ Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. e« Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin 
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BY I. R. DROPS 

A Scotchman and an Irishman were on board a ship The two gentlemen from Harlem were deep in con- | 

bound for Scotland. versation. : 

Scotchman (catching sight of his fatherland): “Hurrah “Ah wins,” one declared. 

for Scotland.” “What you got?” 

Irishman (riled): “Hurrah, hell.” “Three aces.” 

Scotchman: “That’s right, every man for his own “No, you doesn’t. Ah wins.” 

country.” “What you got, man?” 

“Two eights an’ a razor.” 

“You sho’ do. How come you is so lucky, man?” 
* * bg | 

Senior: “You forgot to take off your pajamas this 

morning.” a * ra 

Freshman: “I didn’t. This is my ROTC uniform.” 

of me * 
C.E.: “Did Fifi blush when the strap on her bathing 

suit broke?” 

Salesman: “Sir, I have something that’s guaranteed Chem.E.: “I didn’t notice.” 

to make you the life of the party, allow you to win friends 

and influence people, help you forge ahead in the busi- 

ness world, and in general make life a more pleasant 

place and invigorating experience.” Fe % 4 

Engineer: “I'll take a quart.” 

* * * 

A lady bought a parrot from a pet store only to learn 

“Boy, oh boy! That was some blonde with you last that “ cursed lag et it said anything. She put up with 

; ” it as long as she could, but finally one day she lost her 
night. Where did you get her?” ; ee ay 

, : . , Patience. If I ever hear you curse again,” she declared, 
‘Dunno. I just opened my billfold and there she was. “Pl wring your neck.” 

A few minutes later she remarked rather casually that 
& *« Ps it was a nice day. Whereupon the parrot promptly said, 

“It’s a hell of a fine day.” 

The lady immediately seized the parrot by his head 

I serve a purpose in this school— and spun him around in the air until he was almost dead. 

On which no man can frown— “Now, then,” she said, “It’s a fine day, isn’t it?” 

I quietly sit alone in class “Fine day!” exclaimed the parrot. “Where in hell were 
And keep the average down. you when the cyclone struck?” 
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What i Id (\ are silicones? at in the world \\\ are silicones: 
These astounding chemicals—born of sand and oil—hate water, 

laugh at heat and cold, and are doing remarkable things for you and industry 

Simnicones are the fabulous offspring of an unusual chem- silicone oils and greases withstand both arctic cold and 
ical marriage between sand and oil. Sand, the basic material tropic heat! 
for glass, gives silicones some of the best features of glass. , a 5 
Oil, source of many plastics, gives silicones some of the spe- SILICONES AND THE FUTURE — Even the scientists don’t 
cial qualities that have made plastics so useful to all of us. know all the anSWETS about silicones. But they do know 

5; h f th there is an exciting future ahead for them. The people of 
wipe ON +> WIPE OFF—Si lcones are the elec, ° : e Union Carbide, who pioneered in many of the special sili- 
new, fong- asting automobile and furniture POMBRES that cones now used by industry, are helping to bring that future 
you simply wipe on and wipe off. Another silicone forms cloweé to: all of wa, 
a water-tight bond between tough glass fibers and plastics 
that go into radar domes for airplanes, boat hulls, even STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about the many 
washing machine parts. fields in which Union Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for 

a the free illustrated booklet “Products and Processes” which de- 
WHEN APPLIED TO MASONRY WALLS, silicones are at scribes the various activities of UCC in the fields of ALLOYS, CAR- 

their amazing best. A one-way street for water, they keep BONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and PLAstics. Ask for booklet G-2. 

rainwater from penetrating, yet let inside moisture out! 

THEY LAUGH AT HEAT AND COLD — Heat-resistant sili- I C 
cone insulation protects electric motors at high tempera- N I O N A R B I D E 
tures. Yet silicone insulation on jet plane wiring remains AND CARBON CORPORATION 
flexible, even in the brutal cold of the stratosphere. And 30 EAST 42ND STREET i NEW YORK 117, N.Y. 

— UCC’ Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include ——————_______ 

LinpE Silicones ¢ DyNEL Textile Fibers ¢ BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics ¢ PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes 

Prest-O-LirE Acetylene ¢ LInDE Oxygen « ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals ¢ HAYNES STELLITE Alloys 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS ¢ EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries e NATIONAL Carbons e UNION Carbide « PYROFAX Gas 
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Reports interesting project engineering assignments at Worthington 

“Despite its size as the leading manufacturer in its the engineering department where I have already been 

field,” says Austin Bush, “I have found Worthington pays _ assigned to several interesting projects. 

considerable attention to the interests of the individual. “In addition to the training program, the members of 

The company’s excellent training program consists of gyr engineering department hold monthly seminars at 

several months of working with the various types of which engineering topics of general interest are discussed. 
equipment manufactured, augmented by technical lec- “ .. 

tures, and talks on the organization of the corporation. Opportunities for advancement are good, and pleasant 

“Following this training, I was given an opportunity to associates make Worthington a fine place to work. 

choose the department in which I wanted to work— When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think 

engineering, sales, or manufacturing. My choice was Worthington. 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College Place. | WW BUR © im linn Gy 8 Gp ine | 
ment Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training De- Lk se 

partment, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, NewJersey. | 8 Fd. AS 

2.54X ot 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK No. 4 in a Kodak series —rti—“—;—OCO—~—~—OCOCOCOCOCOCOC—CON 
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a New Steel Mill ~~ fig WINS 
. . Saad — ae 

roll mto action oe Ses as 
odie oo 

: A ae oo 
Fairless Works, U. S. Steel’s new Eastern J ee TA ’ 

Seaboard mill, is now starting operations — | ¢ Ta \ ae 
o * Bed i Ea 

and growing—at the same time. And camera and inal 4 j ees i 
. . 3 a : iy) 

i film play their parts in both. ae iv ‘ a i 
eo i » . ope rh ane 

Jane ‘. a i. - . a : d cs G i i 

_ a oa c Mote i ae 
‘aw! So 3 Oe. | were 

| Ve. : oa Bal Poi 
oy 4 eee ; ie eS), Falls 
‘4 et Ot. \ a ea | 

Vo & --.to help locate ore, \ eR Le Ln ae 

| yaa plot transportation, ce ip: oe, a ee 
“GANS lay out plants, control . a Oe i 

° . . o ” nis, ye: Sdeehe 

quality, improve production, @ ——— § be a re os 
U. S. Steel puts Photography to work. _... ee er rrearen VS 

CO a 2 re _ * 

From ore through research and production, Photog- . aa i =—rm—eh—hme .. Ye 
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Countless numbers of America’s varied industries, irae: ———r—“—TCizsiC;szsia i iC. j 1 - 

large and small, use photography in many ways to i . I ay ee 
save time, speed accomplishment, increase produc- Wi a ww —. | L iL i a4 
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CHARLES SNYDER, R.P.I., (center) adjusting 5250 triple-unit d-c Engineers RICHARD RENK, IOWA STATE, (left) and ALLEN FRINK, 
mill motor for use in a steel mill. CATHOLIC UNIV., make last-minute check on 1600-hp diesel-electric 

switcher before it is moved to test track. 

THEY’RE ‘‘“GOING PLACES‘ 

Like these young men pictured here, hundreds of scien- exciting new opportunities, and are giving college gradu- 
lists, engineers. chemists, physicists and other college ates the chance of finding satisfying, rewarding work. 

eraduates are eChing ahead . fast at General Electric... . And by placing prime importance on the development of 
and they are working on projects with the assurance that talent and skill, developed through G-E. training pro- 
their contributions are meaningful and important. grams and broadened through rotational job programs, 
They are moving up rapidly because at General Electric and by providing incentives for creative minds, General 
a world of opportunity awaits the college man of today—a Electric is hurrying young men into success in an in- 
world dimited only by his own ability and interest. The dustry that is devoted to serving all men through the 
variety of General Electric products and the diversity of ever-increasing and ever-widening uses for electricity, 
the Company’s operations provide virtually unlimited man’s greatest servant. | 
fields ol opportunity and corresponding rewards. both If you are interested in building a career with General Elec- 
materially an in Lormnss of personal satisfaction to young tric see your college placement director for the date of the 

men who begin a G-E career, next visit of the General Electric representative on your cam- 
New developments—in silicones, electronics. semi-con- pus. Meanwhile, for further information on opportunities with 
ductors. gas turbines. atomic power, and others—spring- General Electric write to College Editor, Dept. 2-123, Gen- 
ing from GE research and engineering. are creating eral Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York. 
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Test engineers E. K. VON FANGE, U. OF Physicist ROGER DEWES, BROOKLYN POLY., ANTHONY TERZANO, PRATT INSTITUTE, 
NEB., (left) and R. E. LOVE, U. OF TEXAS, working with scintillation counter in G.E.’s checks connections on direct-current rectifier 
work on stacker and stapler built by them for Engineering Laboratory. which charges 7,500,000-volt impulse genera- 
homework project. tor in G.E.’s new High-voltage Laboratory.
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